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(ABSTRACT) 

With the advancements in the fields of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), a number of CAD systems that are developed have built-in expert 

systems to aid the designer in the design process. Recently there has been a trend in 

industries and research organizations to custom create CAD software to satisfy specific 

in-house needs. But there are not enough tools available to custom create expert systems 

to meet the needs of CAD. Expert systems currently have to be developed from basics 

using languages that are not in everyday use by the CAD programmers. Expert system 

Shells available in the market do not have the flexibility or portability to support the 

creation of an expert system for mulli-disciplinary parametric design. Thus there ts a lack 

of repeatable use software to support the creation of customized expert systems to meet 

the special needs of parametric deign in CAD. 

In this thesis, the design of an object oriented framework which will aid in the creation of 

customized expert systems for CAD applications is presented. This framework, known 

as the Expert Consultation Environment, provides the CAD programmer with tools to



create the expert system. This framework consists of various object-oriented classes 

which the programmer could use. The central part of this framework is the Expert 

Technician (ET) class. This class represents an expert in a real world situation. Each 

expert created by the programmer would have its own methods and knowledge in a 

domain of design. The ET would thus assist the designer using the expert system in that 

particular domain. The ET would be able to interact with the user in several different 

modes. These modes are the Consultant, the Transactor, the Observer, the Teacher and 

the Student modes. The method of interaction between the designer and the ET depends 

on the mode of operation of the ET. 

A programmer of the expert system would be able to create these experts by providing 

knowledge and the design parameters to the ETs. In the case of a multi-disciplinary 

design the programmer would provide each ET with the knowledge regarding the specific 

domain of the design. In the case of concurrent engineering, each ET would be provided 

with knowledge regarding the a domain involved in the product cycle of a component. 

The object-oriented design for the framework has been discussed in detail including class 

descriptions of all the classes in the framework. A prototype of the framework was 

developed using C++. The creation of an expert system using this prototype for a multi- 

disciplinary design application is also discussed in this thesis.
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1. Introduction 

The field of Computer Aided Design (CAD) has come a long way in the recent years in 

aiding the designers of engineering systems. The initial CAD systems that were 

developed and were available in the market mainly aided only in the drafting and drawing 

and in the visualization of the component or the system being designed. With the 

advancement in the field of the CAD, current systems are able to aid the designer in 

various fields of engineering analysis, finite element modeling and analysis, geometric 

modeling and manufacturing of the components being designed. Moreover, inroads made 

in the field of computer hardware and software have made current CAD systems faster 

and more efficient compared to the early CAD systems that were available. Thus, 

performing engineering design on CAD systems has become attractive to industry in 

terms of both cost and turnaround time. 

Engineering design problems have always been domain specific. Designers performing a 

design require expert knowledge and information in specific domains of design to carry 

out the design process. Recent research in the field of Artificial Intelligence(AI) and 

Expert Systems have attacked this problem of providing the designer with the knowledge 

and information necessary to carry out design in a particular domain of engineering. 

Domain-specific knowledge in the form of design methodologies, constraints, equations, 

facts, design rules and rules of thumb are acquired from the experts in the field and stored 

in the system in the form of rules. Decisions regarding the design are made by the user or 
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the computer with the help of these rules. Research is also being carried out in the field 

of machine learning wherein the computer would be able to learn to make decisions by 

acquiring knowledge from the application being used. With specific reference to 

engineering design, the computer would be able to capture domain-specific knowledge 

from the design being carried out and store it as a part of the computer knowledge. Thus, 

in later designs, the knowledge from the earlier designs would be used to make decisions 

regarding the design leading to an efficient design and reducing the time required for the 

design. 

With the advancements in the fields of CAD and AI, there have been a number of CAD 

systems which have integrated expert systems to aid the designer in the design process. 

Since design process is domain-specific, these systems are created in-house and are 

tailored to comply with the functional requirements of the design. Since no CAD system 

can be so versatile as to satisfy the requirements of mechanical design needs of all 

companies and other organizations, these applications programs are custom-created to 

satisfy the needs of each domain. 

In spite of these advancements in the fields CAD and AI, the high costs brought about by 

the creation of in-house software cannot be avoided since the requirements for these 

systems are so diverse. These costs are brought about because the software is developed 

from scratch and the turnaround time for the development for such software is usually 

high. Even though this activity of developing custom software to satisfy the specific 

needs of an organization is usually unavoidable, the cost and time can be greatly reduced 

by the creation of repeatable-use software. Research in this field is concentrating on the 

easy creation of specialized software, rather than the creation of large general purpose 

CAD software. Emergence of tools which aid the programmers in the easy creation of 

such software has become significant in recent years. Tools for the easy creation of 
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graphics, user interfaces, etc. has greatly reduced the burden on the programmers. 

Emergence of tools like GKS and PHIGS as ISO standards for graphics have greatly 

enhanced the capabilities of custom CAD systems by providing full 3-D functionality 

along with device-independence. 

Although the field of CAD has come a long way in recent years, the integration of CAD 

with engineering/mechanical design, especially the integration of CAD with conceptual 

design, has not been provided the importance that it deserves. Tools which facilitate the 

custom development of conceptual CAD software are still not available. 

This is especially true in the case of intelligent CAD systems. This thesis describes the 

philosophy and design of a framework which will facilitate the creation of expert systems 

to support parametric, conceptual design. A full implementation of the framework would 

provide CAD programmers with a set of high-level tools for customizing expert systems 

for multi-disciplinary, conceptual parametric design. 
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2. Literature Review 

In order to meet the specific in-house needs, industries and organizations have in recent 

years shown a tendency to develop their own custom CAD/CAM software. In a recent 

survey of 26 Fortune 500 companies, 88.5% of the surveyed companies reported 

development of custom CAD/CAM software to meet their special requirements [Penn91]. 

The advancements made in the field of hardware technology have made the computers 

powerful enough to meet the complex needs of CAD. Kidwell has discussed how 

workstations can be used to save time during the conceptual design stage of an aircraft, 

thereby reducing the cost of the aircraft [Kidw87]. CAD systems have come a long way 

in recent years. Advancements have been made in the fields of design, analysis and 

visualization. Research in the field of application of artificial intelligence to CAD has 

received a significant thrust in recent years. This is evident from the availability of 

publications regarding the research being done in this field. Research in this field is 

mainly concentrating on the application of knowledge-based and rule-based systems to 

CAD. This includes the development of expert systems to aid the designers using CAD 

systems. 

CAD and Knowledge Based System (KBS) tools are changing the way mechanical 

engineering design is being carried out. Ullman and Dietterich have reviewed CAD and 

KBS systems and have detailed the current design methodology used for mechanical 

design [Ullm87]. The process of mechanical design right from the initial phase of 
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problem definition until the final solution is discussed. The main thrust areas for CAD- 

KBS development are listed. These include design methodology where the system guides 

the user through the design process and design history recording where the various design 

stages are recorded. The authors also emphasize that the areas that the research should 

concentrate on are the integration of KBS and CAD tools and configuration of KBS tools 

for CAD. 

This chapter reviews publications regarding research in the application of expert systems 

to CAD systems. The first section discusses the application of expert systems to 

engineering design. The second section discusses object-oriented design and 

programming especially with relation to Al. 

Artificial Intelligence and CAD 

While a number of conceptual design systems exist, artificial intelligence and expert 

systems technology have been recently applied to manage complexity and integrate these 

large design systems. Ohsuga has discussed the necessity for CAD systems to be 

intelligent and suggestions to make intelligent CAD systems useful [Ohsu87]. Bouchard 

et al have explored the possibilities of application of artificial intelligence technology to 

aeronautical system design [Bouc88]. This technology can be applied in automating the 

geometry for parametric design by the use of solid modeling and surface geometry and 

the use of object-oriented technology for the definition of geometry. The analysis of 

design space can also be automated using artificial intelligence techniques for search, 
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performance relations, computational trees and constraint propagation. Optimization is 

another prime candidate for automation. An automated aircraft system would therefore 

consist of an advisor for selection of analysis methods, a design space analysis system 

and an optimization system. 

An aircraft design system incorporating quasi-procedural methodology has been 

developed by Kroo and Takai [Kroo88]. This system consists of various procedural 

analysis routines. A computational path is generated using the inputs available and the 

outputs desired. A rule-based system working on a set of if-then rules, serves as a 

warning system and reports violations of design rules, constraints and analysis routines 

by examining the database at every stage of design. A knowledge-based system suggests 

solutions to identified problems by examining the database, rule-base and the warnings 

posted. The rule-base also advises on selection of analysis procedures. Integration of 

numerical optimization with the quasi-procedural methods using sequential quadratic 

programming and genetic algorithms has also been investigated by Kroo [Kroo92]. 

A system has been developed by Gillam [Gill192] wherein a knowledge-based paradigm is 

used to represent and use information to assist and guide the design of large space 

systems. Explicit storing of information makes the browsing of available information 

possible and makes the system model more credible, transparent and accessible. This 

also helps in the follow-up of a decision through the conclusion arrived at from the 

decision, or vice versa. This is done by evaluation of the conclusion and tracing back to 

the decisions and assumption on which they are based thus evaluating the impact of the. 

decisions. 

To facilitate in making conceptual design systems flexible, a constraint-based modeling 

system has been developed by Kolb [Kolb88, Kolb92] in which object-oriented 
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techniques have been used to define design components. The components are described 

in terms of their attributes and their constraints and each component is an instance of the 

component class. To integrate the various components, design links, also defined as 

objects, relate the attributes of different components which govern common constraints. 

Constraint propagation methods are used to manage mathematical relationships which 

govern the geometry and physics of the components. Tong et al [Tong92] have 

integrated artificial intelligence and numerical optimization for the design and 

optimization of aerospace systems with the use of object-oriented techniques, expert 

systems and genetic algorithms. 

Shortening of information feedback loops for the purpose of analysis and evaluation of 

design and presenting the information to the designer has been demonstrated in a system 

developed by Talukdar et al. [Talu90]. It consists of autonomous programs, called critics, 

each of which keeps track of a specific area of design. For example, the mechanical 

strength critic keeps track of the structural integrity aspects and the kinematic critic keeps 

track of the motion of the assembly and the tolerance between parts. As the designer 

creates a new design, each critic observes the progress of the design and evaluates the 

design independently by executing analysis programs where appropriate. If new and 

useful information is obtained or if flaws are detected in the design, the critics provide 

feedback to the designer by providing appropriate information. 

A generic set of decision rules for the synthesis of new products, processes and 

manufacturing systems have been developed by Kim and Suh [Kim86]. An expert 

system architecture, “Axioms” has been developed and has been specialized to a 

particular domain. Design and Manufacturing advisor, a system with specific production 

knowledge has been developed using the Axiomatics advisor. 
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Yerramareddy and Lu have developed a system which refines the large initial design 

space through a series of multi-objective optimizations [Yerr93]. This aids the CAD 

systems in arriving at a fully specified design space. This system, known as HIDER, uses 

statistical techniques and machine learning to arrive at models which are then used for the 

multi-objective optimization. Thus, this system aids in the decision making process by 

reducing the time to proceed from the initial specifications to the final design. 

Lu and Wilhelm have developed a system for automating tolerance synthesis that would 

take into account the various features of the part that is being designed [Lu91]. This 

system, CASCADE-T uses the constraint propagation method to evaluate the various 

parameters of design. The evaluation of parameters is defined through a network of 

constraints where the relationships are defined in terms of constraints. Calculating the 

values of parameters are carried out by propagating values through the constraint 

network. Subramaniam and Lu have discussed a methodology for the development of a 

CAD system for the design of components manufactured in small and medium lot sizes 

[Subr91]. This system uses the concept of simultaneous engineering wherein the design 

is carried out with the intention of keeping the manufacturing cost low. A knowledge 

based system is used wherein the knowledge regarding manufacturing is captured and 

stored in the system. This intelligent computer environment would advise the designers 

on the problems related to manufacturing during the design stage. 

Modeling of the design is important from the point of view of the evaluation of the design 

obtained from CAD. Tcheng and Lu have described a methodology wherein models are 

represented as layered models with different levels of abstraction [Tche91]. Evaluation 

of the models could be done at different layers of abstraction. A system has been 

developed which uses AI techniques for the development of these layered models. The 
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system uses inductive learning algorithms for the development of new models which 

would build models from examples. 

Object -Oriented Design and Programming 

A semantically rich object-oriented analysis method for the migration of existing systems 

using semantic object modeling approach has been detailed by Graham [Grah93]. This 

method, called SOMA, uses strongly encapsulated objects combined with expert system- 

like rules for object-oriented analysis. The various steps for performing analysis of 

existing systems are described. 

Ibrahim and Woyak have described an object-oriented environment for the integration 

different programming paradigms [Ibra90]. This system, known as EDS/OWL, uses an 

object-oriented approach to program AI applications using different paradigms. The 

authors use the word paradigms in this paper to refer to the techniques of a particular 

method of programming. This system allows integration of various programming 

methods. New and exploratory paradigms for AI problems could be implemented using 

this environment. 

Franke describes how features of object-oriented languages can facilitate the integration 

of applications and rule inferencing [Fran90]. Methods to imbed rule inferencing in 

applications is described in detail. A system known as CAD Inference Engine (CADIE) 

has been developed for integrating rule-based inferencing capabilities to CAD tools 

developed using object-oriented languages such as C++. 
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3. Problem Definition and Research Objectives 

The development of custom CAD software involves the time-consuming development of 

functions such as user interfaces, modeling routines, etc. The future of CAD depends on 

the creation of tools or repeatable use software which aid in the easy creation of custom 

CAD software. These tools should be created to relieve the programmer of CAD systems 

from repetitive tasks. Repeatable use functions would be available as a part of the tool 

and these functions would be used by the programmer who will not need to build these 

functions from scratch whenever it is needed. PHIGS is an example of such repeatable- 

use software which allows the programmer to use the functions available to visualize the 

geometry of a design. The necessity to build tools for the easy creation of software is 

important especially in the case of Al-based CAD systems in which the user needs to 

provide all the functions of an AI system in the CAD environment. That is, AI functions 

such as the inference engine, search routines and management of the knowledge base 

have to be built by the programmer whenever there is a necessity to use such functions. 

The importance of expert systems in CAD has grown in recent years. This is evident 

from the abundance of research being done in this field and the explosion of publications 

available. The process of designing a component or part requires expert knowledge in the 

particular domain in which the component is being designed. For example, the design of 

a kinematic linkage would involve knowledge in kinematics, structures, and possibly 

knowledge about materials, among other topics. A designer who is involved in the 
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design would need knowledge of all the different domains to make decisions regarding 

the design. 

With the help of an Al-based or a knowledge-based system, expert knowledge about the 

different domains can be incorporated into the system and would be utilized to make 

decisions regarding the design of a particular component. Expert knowledge in the form 

of rules, equations, facts, rules of thumb, design methodology, etc. could be acquired 

from the experts in particular domains and stored in the system as expert knowledge. 

This knowledge could be used by the computer or the user to make decisions about the 

design. 

Currently, expert systems for CAD applications are developed from basic principles 

using AI languages such as LISP and Prolog or have to be programmed using a general 

purpose expert system shell. AI languages have a long learning curve and are not the 

everyday languages used by engineers who develop CAD systems. A programmer using 

these languages has to create functions for user interfaces and inferencing into the system 

being developed. Since these languages are different from the languages the CAD 

systems are built in, integration of the CAD system and the AI methods would be 

extremely difficult. General purpose expert system shells have the functions of user 

interfaces and inferencing built into them. But these shells are normally system- 

dependent. These are closed systems and do not allow integration with the overall CAD 

system. An ideal architecture for a CAD-based expert system would be a multiple- 

domain expert system but these shells do not provide the programmer with the flexibility 

to separate the expertise of the different experts within the same expert system. 

This is especially true in the case of parametric, multi-disciplinary design in which the 

design process revolves around the manipulation of various parameters of the design. 
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Each of the parameters might directly belong to a different domain in the sense that the 

parameter would have the maximum effect in the determination of the final parameters of 

that particular domain of design. Separating out the different domains and their 

parameters is a difficult task in a conventional expert system shell or using an AI 

language. 

Expert systems developed for a CAD application rarely emulate a real-world situation. In 

this situation the designer would have available to him the knowledge of experts in 

different domains. The designer would be able to delve into the expertise of the experts 

to arrive at decisions that need to be made regarding the design. Taking the earlier 

mentioned example for the design of a kinematic linkage, the designer would be able to 

discuss with a kinematics expert and make use of his knowledge and expertise regarding 

that particular domain. Similarly, the designer would be able to use the knowledge, data 

and experience of a strength expert to gain expertise in that domain and, finally, using the 

above knowledge from both the domains the designer would be able to make decisions 

regarding the overall design. In this situation it has to be noted that the knowledge and 

data of different domains are always kept separate and final decisions are arrived at 

taking into consideration both the domains and the interrelationships between them. 

Most of the expert systems for design which are developed currently seldom try to keep 

the knowledge of different domains apart. 

The availability of a high-level programming environment will reduce the burden on the 

programmer by removing the task of writing support software and other functions thereby 

reducing both the cost and the time for the development for custom CAD software. A 

collection of high-level CAD programming tools will provide an environment for easier, 

faster and efficient development of CAD applications and will allow the programmers to 

concentrate on the development of the overall system and the technology involved. 
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Research in the Computer Aided Laboratory at VPI has led to the design of a suggested 

high-level, device-independent programming environment to facilitate the development 

of custom CAD/CAM software. The environment has been named CADMADE 

(Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing Applications Development Environment) 

[Jaya89, Jaya90, Jaya93]. An implementation of this environment should include a 

library of procedures, class libraries, data structures and other CAD/CAM programming 

aids, and may be viewed as a high-level language for design and manufacturing 

applications programmers. This overall environment is divided into a number of sub- 

environments: User Interface Environment (UIE), PHIGS+ Environment, Design and 

Modeling Environment (DME), Virtual Manufacturing Environment (VME) and the 

Expert Consultation Environment (ECE). The central part of this ECE are the Expert 

Technicians (ET) who are the experts in different disciplines of design and would assist 

the designer by providing the knowledge and information regarding the design. Research 

is being carried out on the other environments [LinW93, Woya93, Uhor93a, Uhor93b, 

Flem92, Flem93]. This thesis involves the design and implementation of the ECE. 

There is a growing interest in the industry in areas related to customized expert systems 

for CAD applications. The focus of this research is to develop a programming 

environment in which a programmer would be able to create an expert system for such an 

application. 

The objectives of this research were: 

1. To define the requirements for an object-oriented framework to support the creation of 

an expert system especially suited to the requirements of parametric CAD systems. 

2. To design a high-level programming environment (framework) to aid in the creation 

of custom expert systems for CAD. 
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3. Create the requirements for the Expert Technicians, their operating modes, rule base 

and the inference engine. 

4. Define the user interface methods to be built into the ECE. 

5. Define and create a prototype of the framework and the Expert Consultation 

Environment 
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4. Object-Oriented Design 

The art of programming depends on the breaking down of large problems into smaller 

components which makes development of software for the solution of the problem 

simpler. Until recent years programmers used to breakdown large codes into modular 

programs called subroutines, each of which represents a subset of the task performed by 

the whole program. This task of breaking down of the large code into smaller 

components is known as decomposition. Traditionally computer programs have always 

been “functionally” modular wherein large programs are decomposed into smaller tasks 

and sub-tasks. 

In recent years, this process of decomposition of a large problem has shifted focus from 

tasks to objects. This approach, known as Object-Oriented Programming, concentrates 

on the representation of the problem by decomposition into objects. This represents a 

new method of thinking about the problem closely approximating the way problems are 

solved in a real-world situation. In this situation, objects are self-contained entities 

having their own data and methods. The data and methods of an object exist as internal 

details to the object and are not available to other objects in the program. This 

philosophy of keeping the data and methods of each object private to that particular 

object is known as encapsulation. Encapsulation is done so that the rest of the application 

program is insulated from the internal implementation details of the object. An object 
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that needs to access the internals of another object merely sends a message to that object 

requesting it to carry out a specific process. The object that receives a message, executes 

a function that operates on data that is internal to itself. 

To further illustrate the concepts of object oriented design and programming let us 

consider an example of representation of people-movers i.e. all modes of transportation 

used by people to go from one place to another. This example is illustrated by figure 1. 

People-movers can be broken down further into Land-based and Non land-based modes 

of transportation. Land-based transportation could be further classified as tracked and 

road vehicles. Non Land-based vehicles would be further classified into sea-vehicles or 

ships and planes. 

In this case the representation of the problem has been decomposed using the object- 

oriented methods. In the rest of this chapter the key concepts of Object-Oriented design 

are further explained. 

Classes and Objects 

Classes represent groups of objects that are nearly identical. In other words objects are 

instances of classes. Classes contain all the bare data and methods that are common to a 

set of objects that are similar. In the example considered, all models of cars are objects of 

the class Cars. The class Cars would be contain all the methods and the data for the 

objects but the objects themselves would have specific values for the data. Consider the 
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class Cars having a variable representing the horsepower of the engine of the cars. The 

objects of that class would have a specific value for the variable. 

Thus all the common methods and data for a set of objects are collectively represented as 

a class. When an object needs to be created, message is sent to that particular object to 

create an instance of itself, thus creating an object. The variables in the class known as 

class variables have no value attached to them, but the variables in the objects which are 

instances of the class variables have specific values. The methods of the classes are 

directly instanced in the objects without any changes. 

Two different classes can inherit from another class. For example, Tracked vehicles and 

Road vehicles are derived from the Land-based vehicles class. The Land-based vehicles 

class is known as the base class and the Tracked and Road vehicles classes the derived 

classes. Similarly the People-Movers class is the base class for the Land-based and the 

Non Land-based vehicles class and the latter the derived classes. The base class contains 

the data and methods common to all the derived classes and these are inherited by the 

derived classes. Inheritance is discussed in detail in a following section. 

Encapsulation 

This is a method in which some of the data and functions of a particular class are hidden 

from the rest of the application. In effect, the implementation details of the class are 

insulated from the rest of the program. If an object wants to access the data or the 
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method of another object a message is sent to the latter requesting the value of the data or 

requesting execution of a function. This is done such that the rest of the application 

program need not worry about the way data and functions are handled inside the object. 

For example, in the case of an aircraft, the number of passengers is calculated from the 

internal size of the length and width of the passenger deck of the aircraft. If the 

application program needs the number of passengers, it sends a message to the object of 

the class to calculate the number of passengers it can carry. This function to calculate the 

number of passenger is hidden inside the object and the rest of the program is insulated 

from this implementation. If the aircraft is modified to have two passenger decks, the 

function that determines the number of passengers the aircraft can carry might be 

changed. Still any other part of the program that requires this information will send the 

same message as earlier and does not need to know that the internal details of the object 

have changed. Thus the program can be adapted to future changes giving the 

programmer ease of maintenance of the code. 

Inheritance 

Inheritance is a mechanism in which data and methods are shared among different 

classes. Inheritance allows the data and methods of a super class or a base class to be 

inherited and used by a derived class or a subclass. As shown in figure 1, in object- 

oriented design, the problem is represented as a hierarchy of classes and subclasses. As 

we go down the hierarchy, the classes get more specific. Through the mechanism of 
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inheritance, methods and data common to two or more classes are put in another class 

which will be the base class for these classes. The derived classes will further contain 

data and methods that makes them different from the base class. 

In the example shown, the base class for the whole representation, the People Mover 

class, could contain the data common to all the subclasses derived from it. It could 

contain variables for the number of passengers, the data about the distance it can cover 

before refueling, the type of fuel used, methods for calculation of the total weight it can 

carry etc. These data and methods are inherited by the subclasses, Land-Based and the 

Non Land-Based vehicles. Further the Land-based vehicles class could have data and 

methods of its own, such as the number of wheels on the vehicle. 

A class can inherit from a single class or multiple classes. For example if one wanted a 

class to represent an amphibious vehicle, it could be built from inheriting from both the 

Land-Based and the Non Land-Based vehicles class. Inheritance is thus a very powerful 

mechanism that is not found in the procedural type of programming. It helps in the 

abstraction of class by allowing the representation of classes as a hierarchy. 

Polymorphism 

Each object in an object-oriented environment responds to a message which it receives. 

The response of different objects to the same message might be different depending on 

the implementation of the class. This mechanism is known as polymorphism. For 
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example, in the objects of all the classes shown if figure 1, calculate_weight might be a 

function that calculates the overall weight of the vehicle. Even though the message to all 

the objects to calculate the weight might be the same, the method in which the weight is 

calculated might be different for each case and is dependent on the internal 

implementation of the methods in each class. The method common to most of the classes 

is usually defined and made a part of the base class. Since all the other classes inherit 

from this class, the objects requiring a different method of calculation usually redefines 

the function. This coupled with inheritance provides a powerful method to abstract and 

build classes easily. 

Object-oriented design and programming thus provide methods in which the 

representation of the problem can be more closely approximated to the way in which the 

objects exist and interact with each other in the actual world. The ideology of 

development of software shifts from programming tasks to programming objects and 

their individual behavior. Each of these objects exist as self-contained entities with their 

own data and methods which dictate the behavior of the objects. The objects interact 

with each other through messages sent from one object to another. Similar objects can be 

instantiated from the same class reducing the amount of code to be written for each 

program or software. The concepts of classes, inheritance, polymorphism, and 

encapsulation provide several advantages to object oriented programming and design, 

some of which are listed below. 

Reusability: Classes are self-contained entities whose existence is not dependent on 

other parts of the program. Objects can be created from classes easily by instantiation. 
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Thus objects can be plugged into the code wherever necessary by creating instances of 

the class. If classes are well designed they could be used and reused wherever necessary. 

Maintainability: Since classes and objects are self-contained, changes made to any of 

these do not affect the rest of the code. Thus the interaction between objects are not 

affected whenever the internal implementation details of objects are changed. This 

makes maintenance of the program an easier and simpler task. 

Extendibility: New objects can be built and introduced into the program with the least 

amount of effort. Declaration of classes as data types provides a powerful mechanism by 

which new objects can be easily introduced. Development of new classes could also be 

done by using older classes and making necessary changes to them. Inheritance provides 

a powerful mechanism by which new classes can be built by inheriting from older 

classes. 

Conceptual Consistency: With careful design of the problem, objects can be made to 

approximate the way objects exist in the real world. This makes the problems easier to 

represent, program and understand. 
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5. Requirements for the Framework 

The tools which are created to help in the development of the expert system should 

relieve the programmer of time consuming activities like building of inference engines, 

forward and backward chaining techniques, etc. These should be built as a part of the 

system and the programmer should be able to invoke such functions rather than create 

one whenever it is necessary. The expert system created from such tools should emulate 

a real-world situation or the design session from such an expert system should closely 

approximate the way experts are consulted by a designer/engineer to design a particular 

component or system. This necessitates the separation of knowledge and data of different 

domains of expertise. In other words, there should be an expert for every domain of 

expertise and these experts should be self-contained in every sense. The experts should 

carry their knowledge and data regarding the design, their own user interfaces allowing 

them to interact with the user independently and their own methods which will allow 

them to reply to the queries of the user. Thus, the user will be able to get expert advise 

from all the different experts and arrive at a decision regarding the design. 

The experts created should be able to emulate the behavior of real world “experts”. This 

necessitates that the each expert should have the expertise pertaining to a specific domain 

of design. Thus, the user of the expert system can directly interact with these experts 

regarding problems and queries about the design. The experts should be designed in a 

manner that the interaction between the user and the experts should simulate the 
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interaction between a designer and an expert in the real world. This means that the 

experts should be able to reply to all the queries of the user, warn the user if the 

parameters of the design are not compatible with the system and lead the expert through a 

design process so as to teach him the concepts of design pertaining to that particular 

domain of design. To make the system more adaptable and flexible, the experts should 

be able to learn from the design process being carried on so that the knowledge from 

previous design experiences are stored and could be used in later designs. 

Each expert should be able to act in the different modes described above and contribute to 

the design process based on the knowledge and methods contained in each expert. The 

expert system developed using this framework should be tailored to meet the special 

needs and requirements of a CAD system, especially a parametric design system. The 

expert system developed using these tools should have methods to manipulate the 

parameters being used for the design process. It should have methods to get and store 

values of the parameters, calculate the values of the different parameters at any given 

time, should have equations for the calculations of the different parameters and maybe 

even be able to optimize the value of a parameter based on the design constraints. 

The parameters to be used for the design and the equations and methods to calculate the 

different parameters should be input to the system by the programmer and should be 

stored as the knowledge of the different experts depending upon the domains which are 

affected by the parameters. The application programming environment should provide 

the programmer with the tools and the flexibility to perform the above-mentioned 

functions. The user interfaces which would include menus to setup and delete the various 

experts, menu items for the different experts, pop-up menus for the experts and dialogue 

areas for the interaction with the experts should be built into the system. Thus the 

programmer would have all the different user interfaces for the end user to interact with 
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the experts available to him and would not have to go through the time-consuming tasks 

of building the user interfaces for the system. 

The language chosen to develop this framework should provide the flexibility to allow 

the easy creation different domain-specific experts who are self-contained with their own 

knowledge and methods. Figure 2 shows the structure of the expert system that would be 

developed from the framework. This figure shows the knowledge, parameters, inference 

engine and the user interfaces belonging to the ET and interacting with the user. Figure 3 

shows the interaction between the user and the experts in the expert system in a typical 

session. The framework developed should be able to create experts by using domain 

specific knowledge. These experts should be able to interact with the user to aid in the 

design. The language should also be one which is easily understood and used by a 

programmer/engineer. The language used to develop this system is important in the sense 

it should allow easy integration of the expert system developed with the overall CAD 

application being developed. 

In summary, the requirements for the framework are: 

1. The expert system created using the framework should closely approximate a real- 

world design process by having separate experts in separate domains. The experts should 

also be self-contained in the sense that each expert should have its own knowledge and 

methods about the design. 

2. The experts should be able to interact with the user in different modes namely the 

consult, transact, observe, Teacher and the Student modes. 

3. The programming environment should be developed using a language which is easily 

understood and used by engineers and programmers. 
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4. The programmer should be able to tailor the expert system to satisfy the requirements 

of parametric design in CAD systems. 

5. The tools should have functions for user interfaces and inference engines built into 

them. 

6. The expert system created should allow the programmer to easily integrate it with the 

overall custom CAD/CAM system that is being built to suit specific needs of a particular 

company or organization. 
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6. Expert Consultation Environment 

To meet the requirements of industry, academic institutions and research organizations 

that develop custom CAD systems, an Application Programming Interface [API] was 

suggested by Jayaram [Jaya89, Jaya90, Jaya93]. This design of the API is called 

CADMADE (Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing Application Development 

Environment). An implementation of CADMADE would allow the programmer of 

CAD/CAM systems to develop applications with the least amount of time and effort. 

CADMADE suggests that a set of high-level routines and programming interfaces be 

built into the system which a programmer would be able to use to set up the CAD system. 

These routines and interfaces are designed for repeatable use and would aid the 

programmer in getting rid of the ttme consuming tasks of having to build these routines 

from basics every time a CAD system is created. CADMADE is made up of a number of 

programming environments with corresponding data structures and two database 

managers, all of which can be accessed by the applications program. These environments 

are the User Interface Environment (UIE), PHIGS+ Environment, Design and Modeling 

Environment (DME), Virtual Manufacturing Environment (VME) and the Expert 

Consultation Environment (ECE). The UIE provides the applications programmer with 

procedures to create the graphical interface for the CAD/CAM application. The DME 

has procedures which can be used by the programmer for geometric modeling, design and 

analysis. The VME assists the programmer in creation of computer-aided manufacturing 
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software and the ECE allows the programmer to create an expert system for CAD/CAM 

application. 

The ECE would aid the programmer in developing an expert system as a part of the 

integrated CAD system. This environment would have methods to support forward and 

backward chaining, inference engines, search strategies and knowledge base containing 

rules for the custom expert systems. The expert system created using these tools would 

have the capability to provide replies to the queries of the user and provide expert 

suggestions based on the design parameters. 

The central part of the ECE is the Expert Technician (ET). This ET consists of two parts 

that usually make up an expert system, the knowledge base and the inference engine. The 

knowledge base of the ET consists of the knowledge necessary for the ET to provide 

guidance to the designer about the design process. Typically this knowledge base would 

consist of information about the design in the form of definitions, equations, rules of 

thumb, design methodology, etc. This knowledge provides the ET with the expertise in a 

particular field of design. 

An application using CADMADE has a knowledge base of its own and this knowledge is 

accessed with the routines available with the knowledge base manager. This knowledge 

base would typically consist of two parts - the rules and the parameters of design. The 

parameters which are used in the design process could be sent to the knowledge base with 

the use of the routines in the knowledge base manager. Each of these parameters could 

be given additional information in the form of constraints such as maximum and 

minimum values, default value, etc. The rules which are sent to the knowledge base are 

typically in the form of relationships between parameters. The rules are defined using an 

English like syntax. 
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The inference engine would consist of methods for forward and backward chaining and 

other search strategies. These methods built as a part of the ECE would be used by the 

programmer for reasoning and problem solving in the expert system. The inference 

engine would use the rules in the knowledge base and would directly act on the 

parameters of design to provide the user with the information for design. 

CADMADE also suggests that the ET interact with the user in several different modes. 

These modes include the Transaction mode, the Dialog mode, the Observer mode, the 

Learn mode and the Teach mode. The transact mode is single-query single-reply mode. 

The consult mode is a multiple query-multiple reply mode wherein the expert replies to 

one or multiple queries with multiple replies . In the observe mode the expert acts as a 

person observing the design process and interrupts the design process with suggestions 

and warnings whenever necessary. In the case of the teach mode, the user teaches the ET 

about the design which in effect means that the knowledge is forced into the ET by the 

user. In the Learn mode the ET itself selectively adds to the knowledge base “learns” by 

using the output from the design process. These definitions of the “learn” and ‘teach 

mode” have been changed in this thesis . 

An Object-Oriented Framework for the ECE 

Based on the requirements for a high-level programming environment for the 

development of an expert system especially suited to meet the needs of the CAD industry 

and the guidelines provided by ECE in CADMADE, an object-oriented framework was 
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designed. The framework is depicted in figure 4 which represents the class diagram for 

the framework. An object-oriented design specifically meets the requirements since one 

of the main objectives of the design was to emulate a real-world situation. This situation 

necessitates that the Expert Technician be the central part of the system and that each ET 

should be self-contained with its own data and methods. The expertise of the ET should 

be in a specific domain of design and for this the ET needs to carry the knowledge about 

the particular domain. Development of an ET class would aid the CAD programmer to 

setup experts for design by simply creating instances of the ET class. This would 

simplify the creation of the overall expert system for design. 

This definition of the ET class closely approximates the real-world situation. Each 

instance of the ET represents a real “expert” who has the knowledge of a specific field of 

engineering. This “expert” has its own knowledge and methods for drawing inferences 

based on this knowledge. “Experts” also have their own methods for acquiring new 

knowledge and methods for teaching others. The communication skills of a person is 

also very important for communicating the knowledge to others. Since the methods are 

inherent in a person, they can be best simulated in the expert system by defining each 

expert or ET as an object with “skills” and knowledge built into them. 

A programmer using this environment would just need to create instances of the classes 

to create an application suited to his needs. The functions necessary for the normal 

functioning of the system are built into the classes. This reduces the burden on the 

programmer every time an expert system needs to built. Functions for user interfaces, 

forward and backward chaining, etc. are built into the classes which can be used by the 

programmer and the designer wherever necessary. Moreover, an object-oriented approach 

would provide all the advantages listed in the previous chapter during the implementation 

of the software. 
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The class diagrams used in this thesis follow the standard representation of class 

diagrams in an object-oriented design that is explained in a great detail by Booch 

[Booc91]. Some of the main notations used are shown by figure 5. The blob represents a 

class in the design. This class would have data and methods but this data would not have 

any specific instance values. The arrow represents an inheritance. This means that the 

class towards which the tail of the arrow is pointing inherits all the data and the methods 

from the class at the head of the arrow. The other two notations represents a situation in 

which one class uses the data and the functions in the other class. In both these notations, 

the circle is placed at the class which is using the other class. The notation with the filled 

circle means that the class is using the other class, uses it for its implementation. That is 

the definition of the class would have one or more objects as a part of the data that is 

maintained. The notation with the hollow circle specifies that the class uses the other 

class for its interface. 

Figure 4 represents the class diagram of the main classes in the framework. The user 

interface classes are not shown in this figure. Figures 6 and 7 show the complete class 

diagram. A class has been designed for each of the objects that is a part of the expert 

system. As mentioned earlier, the ET is the central part of the expert system that will be 

developed using this framework. The ET class will contain data and methods for the 

functioning of an expert developed by instantiation of this class. The ET needs to operate 

in several different modes as specified by the requirements of the design. Each of these 

operating modes, namely, Consult, Transact, Observe, Teach and the Learn modes are 

implemented through classes with functions built into them that will make the operation 

of the ETs in these modes possible. The definitions of the Learn and the Teach classes 

are different from the definitions in ECE of CADMADE. These classes are a part of the 

ET and would also contain the functions necessary for the user interfaces for the 
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interaction between the user and the ET. The ET also uses a Design Parameter class. 

Objects (instances) of this class would be parameters used by the design system for the 

design of the component. The parameter class does not only represent a parameter data 

value but also has other methods for error checking, limit checking, etc. A Rule class is 

for creating objects of all the rules that an ET contains as a part of the knowledge. These 

rules could be equations, facts, design methodology, rules of thumb, etc. Objects of the 

rule class belong to the ET as a part of the knowledge of the ET. 

The Inference Engine class is instantiated by the ET. This class contains all the methods 

for inferencing (forward and backward chaining), non-procedural parameter value 

determination, rule interpretation, etc. The inference engine uses the rules in the 

knowledge of the ET to which it belongs. 

The framework also contains other classes which aid in the proper functioning of the 

expert system that would be built using these classes. These include the 

Session_Manager and the Expert_Manager classes. The Session_Manager class manages 

each session of the expert system. It should have functions built into it for the user 

interface such as the main window, dialog areas, main menus, etc. An Expert_Manager 

object is responsible for the managing of all the ETs that are created. It has functions for 

the creation and deletion of ETs, keeping track of all the ETs that are available and some 

of the interaction between the ETs and the user. A detailed description of the 

responsibilities of these classes and the functions to be built into these classes are 

available in the following chapters. 

To create an Expert System, the programmer using this framework would create instances 

of the Session_Manager and Expert_Manager classes. The programmer would also need 

to create instances of the ET class to setup the various experts for the different domains of 
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design. While creating the ET objects the programmer would need to specify the 

operating mode of the ET and the domain knowledge in the form of rules. Design 

Parameter objects are also created and are attached to various experts depending on the 

domain the parameter is likely to affect the most. 

The user of the system can interact directly with the ET through their operating modes 

object. Each ET in a particular operating mode would have a menu item on the main 

window attached to it. Selecting these menu items would pop-up the various menus for 

the particular ET in the operating mode. The menu choices for the ETs would depend 

upon the operating mode of the ET. The user can query the ETs using these menus. The 

operating mode objects pass on the queries to the ET objects. The ETs make use of the 

knowledge available to them in the form of rules and searches through the knowledge for 

the information necessary to reply to the user’s query. In this process the ET might also 

make use of the inference engine object. The reply to the users query is then written out 

to the user in the dialog area of the main window. Functions would be available to enable 

the user to pose a question to all the ETs that are active. This would be handled by the 

Expert_Manager which would pass on the query to all the ETs. Figures 6 and 7 show the 

complete class diagram for the framework. 

The final design for the framework that is mentioned above has undergone a number of 

iterations. Through this iterative process the design for the framework has undergone a 

number of changes. Two of the earlier designs that were used for the framework earlier 

are shown in figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the initial design for the framework. In this 

design of the framework, the user interface designed as a single class whose data and 

methods would be inherited by all the other classes that need to interact with the user. 

But the user interface function requirements for all the other classes is not common. For 

example, the ET needs to interact with the user through the operating mode classes. The 
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interaction of these operating modes of the ET with the user is different, thus, the user 

interfaces should be different. So it was decided that all the ETs should have different 

user interface functions built into them depending on the needs of the ET. In this case, 

the Session_Manager and the Expert_Manager are created by the programmer. This 

might lead to inconsistencies because the Expert_Manager takes care of all the ETs and 

the operating mode classes and creating two objects of this class would cause the splitting 

of information regarding the ETs between these two objects. In this design the 

Technician class is inherited by the operating mode classes. This would necessitate that 

the knowledge of an expert be stored in all the objects of the operating mode classes. 

This would mean that multiple copies of the knowledge would need to be created. A part 

of the knowledge of this class would be the design modules being used as a part of the 

CAD system. The operating mode classes would use the design modules for the 

calculation of parameters. The final design has a rule class wherein the equations used to 

calculate the parameters in the design module could be made an object of the rule class. 

This object would be used to determine the parameters of the design. The Data class in 

this design is used to store data pertaining to the domain of design. This could be 

handbook data such as material data, manufacturing data, etc. 

Figure 9 shows an intermediate version of the design wherein the user interfaces are 

designed as separate classes and are inherited by the classes that need them. The 

interface methods in these classes are created to suit the needs of the classes that inherit 

them. A rule class and an inference engine class are used by the ET class for the 

implementation. The ET class is then inherited by the operating mode classes. This 

would create problems of maintaining several copies of the knowledge base in different 

operating mode classes. The Expert List class was designed to have information 

regarding the operating mode classes. This class would maintain a linked list of all the 
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operating mode classes that are created. Later this class data and methods were merged 

with the Expert_Manager class since the manager should be keeping track of all the 

experts that are created. 
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7. Class Descriptions 

This chapter and the following chapters explain in detail all the classes and the functions 

of these classes. The responsibilities of each class in the expert system that will be 

developed using this system are detailed along with the data and the functions that are 

present in these classes. 

The Session_Manager class 

This class manages the overall session of the expert system that will be developed using 

this framework. This class will be responsible for the starting of the expert system 

session and the setting up of the various user interfaces necessary for the functioning of 

the expert system. An object of this class is created by the programmer for each of the 

sessions of the expert system that needs to be invoked. 

This class is also responsible for the creation of an object of the Expert_Manager class. 

This Expert_Manager class manages all the experts that are created in the expert system. 

If more than one session of the expert system is running at any given time, and if these 

sessions are working on the same design problem, the Expert_Manager object that is 
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created in each of these Session_Manager objects needs to be the same. That is if more 

than one designer is working on the same problem, more than one session of the expert 

system needs to be invoked. For this reason the Session_Manager class has functions to 

get the Expert_Manager object from one session and store it as the Expert_Manager 

object in another session. This ensures that both the sessions will run using the experts 

with the same data and knowledge. 

The user interface functions are built into another class, the Session_Interface class. The 

Session_Manager class inherits all the data and methods from this class. All through the 

design of this framework the user interface functions have been separated from the other 

functions as far as possible to keep the design simple, easy to understand and easily 

maintainable. This also allows for easy changes in the future where better user interface 

can be used to replace old ones. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor for this class creates the Expert_Manager object 

and the Session_Interface object. All the user interfaces are 

setup in the constructor of the Session_Interface class. 

Get_Manager: This function will return the Expert_Manager object being used 

in the expert system session. 

Add_Manager: This function adds the Expert_Manager object that is passed in as 

the Expert_Manager object for the session. 
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Manager: This data member is an instance of the Expert_Manager class. 

This object is created in this class and passed out to other 

sessions if any. 

The Session_Interface class 

This class acts as a supporting class for the Session_Manager class in the sense that all 

the user interface functions necessary for the Session_Manager class are created by this 

class. This class is then inherited by the Session_Manager class. This class is 

responsible for opening the main window for the expert system session. It has methods 

to open the main window, put up menus necessary for the operation of the expert system 

and open up dialog windows necessary for the interaction between the user and the 

experts. The experts output their replies to the user in the dialog window. It also has 

methods for the creation of windows within the main window where the menu items for 

the experts will come up. It also creates an exit menu item on the main menu of the 

system, selecting which, the system exits from the expert system session. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor for this class creates the various user interface 

objects specified in the previous section. As mentioned earlier, 

an exit menu item is created on the main menu area. Selecting 
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this menu item creates an object of the Exit_Dialog class. The 

Exit_Dialog class allows the user to exit the system. 

The Exit_Dialog Class 

An object of this class is created when the exit menu item on the main menu is selected. 

This class then has functions to close all the windows, delete all the existing objects in the 

system and ending the expert system session. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor deletes all the existing objects of the 

Expert_Manager class, the ET class and the Session_Manager 

class and closes the window of the application and exits the 

system. 

The Expert_Manager Class 

An object of this class is created by the Session_Manager class. This class is responsible 

for managing all the ETs that are created by the user. It keeps track of the number of ETs 
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that are created and their modes of operation. This class includes functions for creating 

new ETs, deleting ETs and creating and deleting the operating mode behavior of each of 

these classes. Since the Expert_Manager keeps track of all the experts, it is necessary 

that for the sake of consistency the same Expert_Manager object is used wherever 

information regarding the ETs is necessary. This is the reason that while using multiple 

sessions of the expert system, the same Expert_Manager object is used in all the sessions 

and this object is passed to all the sessions in use. 

The Expert_Manager keeps track of the ETs and their modes of operation by maintaining 

linked lists for each of these and is shown by figure 10. It maintains a linked list of the 

ETs which have been created. Whenever a new ET is created it is added to the linked list 

maintained by this object. The Expert_Manager also maintains a linked list for each of 

the operating modes of the ETs . Since each of the operating modes 1s a class of its own, 

when the ET is interacting with the user in a particular mode, it creates an object of that 

operating mode class in the ET object. A linked list of these objects are maintained in the 

Expert_Manager object. This linked list is maintained in the Expert_Manager object to 

keep track of the operating modes of each of the ETs and the number of each of these 

operating modes objects that are created. 

The responses to the user from each of the ETs is sent to the Expert_Manager object. It is 

the responsibility of the Expert_Manager to present it to the user. This class has 

functions to write out to the dialog window. Since the responses from all the ETs are 

being output to the user through this function, a history of the expert system session could 

be maintained. Even the queries that are posed by the user to the different user are 

echoed back to the user by displaying it on the dialog window. Thus even the queries 

posed to the ETs can be saved to the file providing the designer with a complete history 

of the expert system session. 
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Since the Expert_Manager is responsible for the creation and the deletion of the ETs and 

their operating modes, the menus necessary for these functions should be carried by the 

Expert_Manager. To keep the user interface functions separate from the other functions 

for the operation of the expert system, these are built into separate classes and the 

Expert_Manager class uses these classes. The Expert_Setup_Menu class is responsible 

for the user interface for the creation of the operating modes of the ETs. The 

Delete_Menu class is responsible for the creation of menus for the deletion of the expert 

modes. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: 

Write_To_User: 

Add_Consult: 

Add_ Observe: 

Add_ Transact: 

Class Descriptions 

This function initializes all the variables that keep track of the 

number of ETs and the operating modes that are created. It also 

initializes the various linked lists maintained in the object. 

This function writes to the user the responses of the ETs to the 

user’s query. It writes the string sent to it by the ETs to the 

dialog window. 

Adds a Consultant to the linked list of Consultant class objects 

maintained by this class object. 

Adds an Observer mode object to the linked list of Observer 

objects maintained by this class object. 

Adds a transact class object to the linked list of Transactor mode 

objects maintained by this class object. 
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Add_ Teach: 

Add_Learn: 

Remove_Consult: 

Remove_Observe: 

Remove_Transact: 

Remove_Teach: 

Remove_Learn: 

Add_ET: 

Get_First_ET: 

P_Value_Changed: 

Class Descriptions 

Adds a teach expert object to the linked list of Teacher mode 

objects maintained by this class object. 

Adds a Student object to the linked list of Student mode objects 

maintained by this object. 

Removes the Consultant object from the linked list of Consultant 

mode objects maintained by this object. 

Removes the Observer object from the linked list maintained by 

this object. 

Removes the Transactor object from the linked list maintained by 

this object. 

Removes the Teacher mode object from the link list maintained 

by this object. 

Removes a Student mode object from the linked list maintained 

by this class object. 

Adds an ET object to the linked list of ET objects maintained by 

this object. 

Returns the first ET object in the linked list of ET objects. 

This function is called by the Transactor and the Consultant ET 

when the value of a particular design parameter is changed. This 

function in turn accesses all the Observer objects from the linked 
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list that 1t maintains and sends a message to each one of them 

that the value of a parameter has changed. 

Get_Value: Returns the value of a particular parameter. It searches through 

the linked list of ETs for the parameter. Once the parameter is 

located, it sends a message to the parameter to return its value 

and passes on the value to the ET that requested it. 

The Expert_Setup Class 

This class is responsible for the creation of the user interface to create an operating mode 

object in the ET. As mentioned earlier, the ETs operate in different modes. Each of these 

modes is a class and if the user needs a specific ET in a particular mode, an instance of 

that particular operating mode class is created in the ET. An object of the 

Expert_Setup_Menu class includes user interfaces for each of the ETs that are available. 

These include menus in which each of the inactive modes of the ET has a menu item. 

selecting the menu item would create an operating mode object in the ET. This class has 

methods which call the specific functions in the ET class to create an object of an 

operating mode class. This class is used by the Expert_Manager class. 
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Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor creates the menu items on the main menu, 

selecting which displays all the available ETs. 

Update_Setup: This function updates the menu which displays all the ET’s and 

the available modes whenever an operating mode class object is 

created in an ET. This is because this menu displays only those 

operating modes which have not yet been created in the ET. 

The Delete_Menu class 

This class is similar to the Expert_Setup_Menu class except that it is menu used for the 

deletion of a particular operating mode of the ET. This has functions to put up menu 

items for each of the ET and the modes in which the ET is presently operating. Selecting 

these menu items deletes the object of the operating mode class. This class is also used 

by the Expert_Manager class. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: This function puts up a delete menu item on the main menu of 

the application. 
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Update_Delete: This function updates the delete menu. Since only the current 

modes in which the ET is operating in is displayed in this menu, 

whenever an operating mode class object is created or deleted, 

this function is called to update the delete menu. 

The Design_Parameter class 

Since one of the objectives of this framework was to support parametric design, this class 

was designed. An instance of this class would represent a parameter that is being used 

for the design. The Parameter object not only represents the data value of the parameter 

but also has methods for constraint checking, error checking, etc. This object belongs to 

a specific expert (ET) depending on the domain this parameter is expected to affect the 

most. A linked list of Parameters is maintained in each of the ETs to keep track of all the 

parameters that belong to a certain ET. The Parameter object is created during the 

creation of the ET object by the programmer who specifies the default value for the 

parameter. This is done by reading in a stored object during the creation of the ET 

objects. The programmer is responsible for the creation of this stored object. 

A parameter being used for design might be of any data type. For accommodating this 

flexibility has been provides to make an object of this class either to have a float or a 

String value. The programmer while creating the Parameter object specifies what type of a 

parameter it is. The class has functions to store both character and float values. It also 

has functions to return both type of values. 
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The Design_Parameter is more than just a design space. This class has been provided 

such that the user can create any type of parameter that is needed. For example this 

design parameter could be a float or a string. This also provides flexibility to the 

programmer developing the expert system to create any number of these in the ETs by 

just creating objects of this class. At a later stage when the expert system needs to be 

integrated into the overall CAD environment, functions could be built into this class to 

retrieve data from the database of the system or from an analysis routine that calculates 

the value of the parameter. 

Public Functions: 

Constructor: 

Get_Value: 

Get_Char_Value: 

Put_Value: 

Put_Char_ Value: 

Set_To_ Default: 

Class Descriptions 

This function creates an object of this class. While creating the 

object, the system has to know what kind of a parameter it is. A 

default value has also to be sent in to this constructor to be 

stored. Each parameter has a name and this string is passed into 

this constructor. 

This functions returns the current float value of the parameter. 

This function returns the character value of the parameter, if the 

parameter happens to be of the type character. 

This function stores as the current float value the value that is 

passed into this function. 

This function stores as the current character value, the string that 

1s passed in. 

Sets the value of the parameter to its default value. 
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8. Expert Technician and the Operating Mode Classes 

This chapter explains in detail the Expert Technician (ET) class, the operating mode 

classes, namely the Consultant class, the Transactor class, the Observer class, the Teacher 

class and the Student class and all the related classes. 

The ET Class 

This class represents the expert in a particular domain of the design. An instance of this 

class is self-contained with the knowledge and methods for a particular domain of design. 

The programmer creates an object of this class in the main program of the application. 

During creation, this object is supplied with the knowledge base and this knowledge base 

contains the rules in the form of equations, rules of thumb, design methodology, etc. 

pertaining to a specific domain of design. 

One of the objectives of the design of the framework was to create these ETs such that 

their operation closely approximates the way experts interact with designers in a real- 

world situation. One method for accomplishing this was to have the ETs interact with the 

user in different modes referred to earlier as the operating modes. The different operating 
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modes that are required were identified earlier [Jaya89, Jaya91, Jaya93]. These operating 

modes are the Consult mode, the Transact mode, the Observe mode, the Teach mode and 

the Learn mode. Of the five above mentioned modes the first three actually interact with 

the user and provide replies to queries, suggestions, warnings etc. The latter two have 

been provided to give the expert system more flexibility and adaptability. 

These modes are different in the way they interact with the user and aid in the design 

process. While operating in the consult mode and the transact mode, the ET replies to the 

various queries from the user. The user poses the queries using the pop-up menus for the 

experts. The consult mode can be described as a multiple query - multiple reply mode in 

which the ET may reply the multiple queries with a single reply or a single query with a 

multiple reply. In the transact mode the session is more of a single query - single reply 

mode. Upon the receiving the query the ET searches through its knowledge for the rules 

that would provide a solution to the query. The search through the knowledge is carried 

out with the use of the inference engine. The way this search is carried out and replies 

are given to the user depends on the mode in which the ET is operating. The exact 

method of interaction between the ET operating in a particular mode is detailed in the 

class descriptions of these operating modes. 

In the observe mode, the ET acts as an Observer to the design process and provides useful 

suggestions and warnings about the design process as and when necessary. The ET in 

this mode has access to all the design parameters pertaining to the particular domain of 

design and an independent analysis of the design is carried out by the ET. Based on the 

results of the independent analysis and the various rules and constraints available to the 

ET in the knowledge base, the ET arrives at independent conclusions about the design. 

Based on these conclusions the ET interrupts the design process with suggestions and 

warnings. 
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The teach mode and the learn mode are designed to provide more flexibility and 

adaptability to the system. In the teach mode the ET guides the user through the design 

process. This is done by making use of the rules in the knowledge-base and since these 

rules are a collection of design methodology, equations, rules of thumb, constraints etc., 

the system would be able to guide the user through the design process based on the 

requirements of the user for the design. 

In the learn mode, the system learns from the ongoing design process. For example if the 

design process is being carried out by an experienced person in the particular field, the 

system would be able to query the user for the reasons for the decisions that were taken 

during the design. These decisions and reasons could be stored as a part of the 

knowledge and are used in later designs. In effect, what is being done here is that the 

knowledge of experienced designers could be stored as a part of the knowledge of the 

system, thus capturing the experience of these designers. There are two methods in which 

the systems acts in the Learn mode, the voluntary learn and the forced learning. The user 

decides on which of these modes the learn expert acts. During the involuntary learning 

process, the system tries and learns all the important decisions and queries the user for the 

reasons. This is a case of a classic AI machine learning process. In the forced learning 

process, the system lets the user input knowledge as rules directly into the system. This 

is done during the design process and the user need not exit the system to alter the 

knowledge base. 

To integrate the expert system with the overall CAD system being developed, knowledge 

has to be received from the analysis modules of the CAD system to the expert system. 

This interface could be provided by declaring the rest of the CAD system as an expert, 

inheriting the methods and data of the ET class and redefining all the functions of the ET 

class to suit the analysis module. This has been represented as an Interface class in the 
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class diagram in figure 6. The other ETs would be able to receive knowledge and 

information from this interface class ET through the Expert_Manager object. If the user 

wants to use just a function from the analysis module, this function could be declared as a 

rule. 

The programmer using this framework creates the ET objects in the main program of the 

application. While creating this object, the knowledge and the parameters for the object 

are read in from an archived object which the programmer creates. As the rules are read 

in, objects of the rule class are created and stored as linked lists in the ET. Similarly, as 

the parameters are being read in, objects of the Parameter class are created and stored as a 

linked list in the ET. Thus each ET created has its own knowledge and data about the 

design that is being carried out. The rules give the ET expertise in a certain domain of 

design. 

To operate in a particular mode, the ET creates an object of the operating modes class 

inside the ET object. A representation of the ET class is shown by figure 11. The object 

of the operating modes class interacts with the ET in the sense that the user queries the 

ET through these operating modes class. In effect only two of the operating modes class 

interact with the user - the consult class and the transact class in a manner that questions 

are posed to them and reply to these users queries. These class objects have pop-up 

menus that have choices for the user to select and to query the ET. This query is then 

passed on to the ET which uses the inference engine to search through and arrive at a 

decision regarding the query. This reply is then displayed to the user using the functions 

in the Expert_Manager object. When the user wants the ET to cease acting in a particular 

mode, the object of that particular mode maintained in the ET is deleted. 
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The ET class maintains a linked list of Parameters being used in the design process. 

These Parameters are those which tend to affect that particular domain in which the ET 

has the expertise in. These Parameters are created at the time the ET object is created by 

the programmer. There are functions built into this class that also allow the ET to add 

another Parameter to the linked list whenever necessary. 

Public Functions: 

Constructor: The constructor for this object reads in the knowledge base that 

contains the rules and the Parameters. An object of the operating 

modes class is also created in this function for the mode through 

which the programmer wants the ET to operate initially. The 

default for this is the consult mode. 

Create_Expert: This function creates an object of the operating mode specified 

by the parameter passed into this function. An indicator for that 

mode is then set to “active” in the ET. This indicator specifies 

which of the modes the ET is presently acting in. 

Delete_Expert: This function deletes an object of the operating mode that the 

user wants the ET to stop operating in. The indicator is then set 

to “‘inactive’’ for that mode. 

Get_Name: Returns the name of the ET. 

Get_ID: Returns the identifying number of the ET. 

Add_Parameter: This function creates a Parameter object and adds it to the linked 

list 
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Add_Rule: 

Get_Value: 

What_Is: 

This function would be called by the Student object in the ET to 

add a rule to the knowledge base that has been “learned”. An 

object of the rule class is created in this ET and added to the 

linked list of rules maintained by the ET. 

Returns the value of a parameter. This parameter might be a 

Parameter maintained by this ET object or any other ET object. 

It searches through its own Parameter linked list to find the 

parameter. If the parameter is found then the ET returns the value 

of the parameter. If it is not able to find the particular parameter 

in its own linked list, it sends a message to the Expert_Manager 

object for the value of the parameter. The Expert_Manager 

object in turn sends a message to other ETs for the value of the 

parameter. 

This function is called by the Transactor and the Consultant 

when this menu item is picked from the pop-up menus for the 

operating mode. This function gets the current value of the 

parameter and displays it to the user. 

This function is called by the Transactor and the Consultant 

when this menu item is selected from the pop-up menu. This 

function displays all the current values of the design parameters 

and sends a message to the inference engine to display all the 

rules that were used to arrive at the last decision of the ET. 
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How: This function would be called by the Transactor and the 

Consultant objects when the user wants to know how a particular 

reply was arrived at. The ET displays its name to let the user 

know where the reply came from. 

Determine: This is a menu choice with the Transactor and the Consultant. 

This message is received when the user wants to calculate the 

value of a parameter. If this function is called from the 

Transactor, the value of the parameter is calculated using the 

rules and the inference engine and the ET lets the user know 

what the new value of the parameter is. If this function is called 

from the then calculates the values of all the other parameters 

affected by this change and displays to the user values of all 

these parameters. 

Increase: This is a menu choice in the Transactor and the Consultant 

objects. Upon selection of this menu choice this function in the 

ET is called. This function increases the value of the parameter 

by the user specified amount. Then the values of the other 

parameters is calculated. In the transact mode, the user would 

then use the “Determine” menu choice to determine how this 

change has affected other parameters. In the consult mode, the 

ET would determine the values of all the other parameters and 

display this to the user. 
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Decrease: 

Validate: 

Teach_User: 

This function is similar to the “Increase” function except that the 

parameter value is reduced by the user specified amount. 

This function would be called by the Observer object. This 

function sends a message to the inference engine object to check 

if any of the constraint rules are violated. If any of the rules are 

violated, the ET warns the user about the violation. Suggestions 

are provided by this function to avoid the violation of rules if 

possible. 

This function would be called by the Teacher object when it is 

set active by the user. This function would send a message to the 

inference engine object to start a forward chaining process to 

trace the parameters from the input parameters until the output 

parameters are reached. Appropriate equations and constraint 

rules are also output to the user to “teach’’ him the knowledge 

about the domain of design. 

The Consultant Class 

An object of the ET class is required to interact with the user in several modes. The 

Consultant class represents one of those operating modes. An object of this mode would 

aid the user to interact with the expert in the consult mode. The consult mode is a 
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multiple query - multiple reply mode. In this mode of operation, the ET might choose to 

reply to a single query of the user with multiple replies or multiple queries of the user 

with a single reply. An object of this class belongs to an object of the ET class. When 

the ET wants to operate in this particular mode, an object of this class is created in the ET 

object. The user interacts with the Consultant object and the Consultant object passes on 

the queries to the ET which makes use of the inference engine object and the knowledge 

base to reply to the user’s queries. 

The Consultant object has methods to create the user interfaces which lets the user 

interact with the ET. The Consultant object, as it is created in the ET object, creates a 

menu item for itself and posts it on the main window of the expert system application. 

Selecting this menu item displays the pop-up menus for the ET operating in this 

particular mode. The user queries the ET using the menu choices on the pop-up menu. 

The consult object on receiving the queries through the pop-up menus, passes these 

queries to the ET object. Thus an object of this class would just facilitate the interaction 

of the ET with the user. When an object of this class is created within the ET, the object 

is added to a linked list of Consultant objects maintained in the Expert_Manager object. 

The menu choices on the main pop-up menu for the Consultant ET are as follows : 

What is: When the user selects this menu choice, another pull-down menu with a list of 

all the parameters belonging to that expert is displayed. If the user selects any of the 

parameters, a small description regarding the parameter along with the current value of 

the parameter is displayed on a pop-up window. 

Why: This menu choice is for the user to find out how the system arrived at a particular 

reply. The Consultant object displays to the user the values of the various parameters and 

the rules that the system used to arrive at the decision. For this the inference engine 
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would keep track of all the rules that were fired and would display to the user all these 

rules and the parameters used in these rules. 

How: This menu choice would display to the user a list of the experts which were used 

to arrive at the reply to the query. 

Increase: This menu choice is available to the user to determine the impact of increasing 

the value of a particular parameter on the other parameters or the design. Selecting this 

menu item would display a list of parameters that belong to a particular expert. Selecting 

any of the parameters would display a window with the current value of the parameter 

and a request for the user to enter the new value or a percentage increase. 

Decrease: This menu choice is similar to the Increase menu choice except that the user 

will receive a reply on the impact of decreasing the value of the parameter on other 

parameters. 

Determine: Selecting the Determine menu item would display a list of parameters 

belonging to this particular ET object. Selection of one or more of the parameters would 

send a message to the ET object to determine the value of the parameters. The value of 

the parameters are calculated anew from the rules that determine the values of the 

parameters. A message is sent to all the Parameter objects, whose values are determined 

from the parameter that had just been changed, that the value that they currently hold is 

invalid. The new calculated value of the parameter that was selected earlier is then 

displayed to the user. If the user wants to determine the values of all the parameters, a 

menu choice is available to the user which would allow him to do so. All the data and 

methods are inherited by this class for its user interfaces. 
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Public Functions 

Constructor: 

Get_Name: 

What_Is: 

Why: 

How: 

Determine: 

The constructor creates an object of this class. It also creates a 

menu item for the ET object operating in the consult mode in 

the main window. All the data and methods of the 

Consult_Popup class are inherited. 

This function returns the name of the expert that this consult 

mode belongs to. 

This function is called when the user selects the “What is” menu 

item from the pop-up window of the Consultant object. This 

function sends a message to the ET object to display the value of 

the parameter selected. 

This function is called when the “Why” menu item is selected 

from the pop-up menu of the ET. This functions sends a 

message to the ET object that this object belongs, to display to 

the user the values and the rules used to arrive at the last 

decision. 

This function is called when the user selects the “How” menu 

choice from the pop-up menu of the Consultant. This calls the 

How function of the ET object. 

This menu choice would be selected by the user to determine the 

values of one or more design parameters. This function is called 

when this menu choice is selected. This function sends a 
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message to the ET object that this Consultant belongs to 

determine the value of the parameter. 

Increase: This function is called when the user needs to increase the value 

of a parameter. The value of the parameter would be increased 

by a percentage amount that is specified by the user. When the 

user selects the menu choice for this, this function displays a 

prompt window where the user inputs the percentage amount the 

parameter value needs to be increased by. 

Decrease: This function is similar to the previous function except that the 

user would decrease the value of the parameter. 

The Consult_Popup Class 

An object of this class is inherited by the Consultant class. This class creates all the user 

interfaces necessary for the interaction between the user and the ET operating in the 

consult mode. This class has functions to create the pop-up menus. The pop-up menus 

contain the necessary menu choices for the user to query the ET. 
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Public Functions 

Create_Popup: Creates the main pop-up menus for the Consultant class objects. 

Create_Pulldown: This function creates the pull-down menus which are attached to 

the main pop-up menus. These pull-down menus would contain 

further menu choices and would depend on what the main pop-up 

menu choice was. 

Create_Increase: Creates a window where the user specifies the amount by which 

the value of the parameter has to be increased by. 

Create_Decrease: Creates a window where the user specifies the amount by which 

the value of the parameter has to be decreased by. 

The Observer Class 

An object of the Observer class is responsible for providing suggestions and warnings to 

the user during the design process. This object observes the design process being carried 

out and has access to all the Parameters and the rules. If the user exceeds any of the 

design constraints or violates any of the rules this object interrupts the user and warns 

him of the constraint violation. The way this is carried out is, whenever the user makes a 

change to any of the parameter values or executes a process that changes the values of the 

parameters, a message is sent to the Expert_Manager object that a parameter value has 
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changed. The Expert_Manager in turn sends a message to all the Observers that a value 

of a parameter in a specific ET has changed. The ET object, through the inference engine 

checks the validity of the parameters or if any of the rules have been violated and warns 

the user about it. 

This class inherits all the user interfaces functions from the Observe_Popup class. 

Selecting the menu item for the ET operating in this mode displays the pop-up menus for 

this ET. There are menu items available for either activating or deactivating the observe 

mode ET. Activating the ET would cause it to start “observing” the design process. It 

would then start interrupting the designer with warnings and suggestions. Deactivating 

the ET would stop it from operating in this mode. The Observer class object is not 

deleted but it stops providing warnings to the user. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor for this class creates an object of this class and 

creates a menu item for itself on the main window. 

Get_Name: This function returns the name of the ET that this operating mode 

class object belongs to. 

Set_Inactive: This function is called when the user wants to set this object 

inactive. When this object is set inactive, it stops providing 

warnings and suggestions to the user. 

Set_Active: This function is called when the user wants the Observer to start 

providing suggestions and warnings. 
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Validate: When the Observer receives a message from the Expert_Manager 

object that the value of a parameter is changed, this function is 

called to make sure that none of the constraints are violated. 

This function sends a message to the inference engine class to 

validate the value of the changed parameter. 

The Observe_Popup Class 

This class is responsible for creating all the user interfaces necessary for the operation of 

the ET in the observe mode. It creates a pop-up menu for the ET which is displayed once 

the menu item for the ET on the main window is selected. This class creates all the menu 

items for various menu options which are displayed on the pop-up menu. This class is 

then inherited by the Observer class. 

Public Functions 

Create_Popup: This function creates the pop-up menus for the interaction 

between the user and the ET. This function creates the pop-up 

menu and creates menu items for activating or deactivating the 

observe mode ET on it. 
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The Transactor Class 

This class is similar to the Consultant expert in the sense that it interacts with the user in 

replying to his queries. This class object will transact with the user in providing replies to 

his queries about the domain of the design that the ET has the expertise in. It 1s different 

from the consult mode in the sense that this is a single query - single reply mode. For 

each of the user’s query, it accesses the knowledge base and replies with a single reply. 

When the ET receives the query, the knowledge base is accessed and searched for the 

reply. The ET does not reply to the user what further implications that reply will have on 

the other domains or parameters. Thus, it replies to the users queries with specific replies 

and does not provide further suggestions. 

The user interacts with the Transactor ET using the pop-up menus for the Transactor 

class. This transact mode ET creates a menu item for itself on the main window of the 

application. Selecting this menu item would create pop-up menus for the ET. The ET 

has several menu items on the pop-up menus which the user would use to query the ET. 

These menu choices are also similar to the ones in the Consultant class. But replies to the 

users queries are different in this class. For example in the Consultant class if the user 

changes the value of one of the parameters, the values of all other design parameters that 

belong to the ET are also updated. But in this case only the value of the design parameter 

that was changed would be updated. 
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Public Functions 

Constructor: 

Get_Name: 

What_Is: 

How: 

Determine: 

The constructor for this class creates a menu item for itself on 

the main window of the application. All user interface functions 

are inherited from the Transact_Popup class. 

This function returns the name of the ET that this operating mode 

belongs to. 

This function is called when the user selects the ““What is” menu 

item from the pop-up window of the Transactor object. This 

function sends a message to the ET object to display the value of 

the parameter selected. 

This function is called when the “Why” menu item is selected 

from the pop-up menu of the ET. This functions sends a 

message to the ET object that this object belongs, to display to 

the user the values and the rules used to arrive at the last 

decision. 

This function is called when the user selects the “How” menu 

choice from the pop-up menu of the Consultant. This calls the 

How function of the ET object. 

This menu choice would be selected by the user to determine the 

value of a design parameters. This function is called when this 

menu choice is selected. This function sends a message to the 
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ET object that this Transactor belongs, to determine the value of 

the parameter. 

Increase: This function is called when the user needs to increase the value 

of a parameter. The value of the parameter would be increased 

by a percentage amount specified by the user. When the user 

selects the menu choice for this, this function displays a prompt 

window where the user inputs the amount the parameters value 

needs to be increased by. 

Decrease: This function is similar to the previous function except that the 

user would decrease the value of the parameter. 

The Transact_Popup Class 

This class is responsible for the creation of the user interfaces for the Transactor class 

object. This class has functions to create the pop-up menus and the pull-down menus 

necessary for the interaction of the transact mode ET with the user. A pop-up menu is 

created which is displayed when the menu item for the ET is selected from the main 

window. This pop-up menu has several menu items which the user can choose to query 

the ET. Some of these menu items have pull-down menus which have further menu 

choices depending on the menu item on the main pop-up menu that was selected. 
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Public Functions 

Create_Popup: This function creates a pop-up menu for the ET operating in the 

transact mode. Menu items are created for the user to query the 

ET 

Create_Pulldown: Pull-down menus are created in this function. The pull-down 

menus will have further menu items depending on the menu 

choice on the main pop-up menu. 

Create_Increase: Creates a window where the user specifies the percentage 

amount by which the value of the parameter has to be increased. 

Create_Decrease: Creates a window where the user specifies the percentage 

amount by which the value of the parameter has to be decreased. 

The Teacher Class 

This class has been designed to lead the user of the expert system through a design 

process. This class has functions to access the knowledge base of the ET and the 

Parameters that belong to the ET. Using these the teach mode ET provides methods and 

rules to the user to manipulate the parameters to arrive at the final design solution. This 

class has been designed to use the knowledge that has been captured from experienced 

designers by the learn mode to teach novice users about the domain of design. Thus, this 
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mode provides new users with the experience and knowledge to perform a design in a 

domain that they are not familiar with. 

The teach mode ET starts with the initial parameters of the design. It displays to the user 

these parameters and the intermediate parameters that will be calculated from these 

parameters. For this it accesses the rules in the knowledge base of the ET. With the 

knowledge of the initial parameters and the rules the system would exactly know which 

of the intermediate parameters to calculate. Thus it proceeds through the hierarchy of 

parameters until the final parameters are reached. All through this process the ET lets the 

user know what parameters are needed to calculate the intermediate and final parameters. 

The equation rules, control rules and any other rules regarding the parameters in use or 

those being calculated are displayed to the user. Thus the ET shows the steps that are 

required for the calculation of the final design parameters from the starting parameters. 

Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor for this class creates a menu item for the ET on 

the main window of the application. Selection of this menu item 

would pop-up the menu for the ET. User interface functions are 

inherited from the Teach_Popup class. 

Get_Name: Returns the name of the ET that an object of this class would 

belong to. 

Lead_Thru: This function is called when the user wants the teach mode ET to 

lead through a design process. This function sends a message to 

the ET to use its inference engine to lead it through a design 

process. 
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Set_Active: This function would activate the Teacher object and lead the 

user through a design process. 

Set_Inactive: This function is called when the user selects the menu choice to 

deactivate the Teacher object. This sets the Teacher object 

inactive without destroying the object itself. 

The Teach_Popup Class 

This class is responsible for the creation of the user interfaces for the ET operating in the 

teach mode. This class creates a pop-up menu for the teach mode object which is 

displayed upon the selection of the menu item for the ET object on the main screen. An 

ET operating in this mode would have menu items for activating or deactivating the teach 

mode ET. Activating the teach mode would prompt the user to specify the initial 

parameters of the design and would lead the user to the final design parameters. 

Deactivating the teach mode would make the stop the interaction with the user but would 

not delete this object. 

Public Functions 

Create_Popup: Creates a pop-up menu for the ET operating in this mode. Menu 

items are created for activating or deactivating the teach mode. 
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The Student Class 

This class is responsible for capturing new knowledge regarding the domain of design 

from experienced designer and users of the expert system. The knowledge thus captured 

is stored in the knowledge base of the ETs and could be used for aiding the designers in 

further designs. There are two modes of learning that the Student mode ET operates in. 

The first is the voluntary learning process. In this case the ET queries the user of the 

system for the reasons for certain decisions that are taken during the design process. 

When the user replies to the ET, it stores these reasons in the form of rules in its 

knowledge. The ET would also be capable of learning from its own decisions regarding 

the design. This process would be coordinated by the Expert_Manager object. As 

mentioned earlier the ET operating in the Consultant or the Transactor mode are replying 

to the user queries constantly. The replies are made from the search through the 

knowledge base of the ET. During this process, the ET might come across relationships 

or control rules that are not in the knowledge base of the system but are obtained as a 

result of the manipulation of the parameters and inference of the knowledge. If these 

decisions are sent to the user and they are not in the knowledge base, the Expert_Manager 

object sends a message to the ET in the Student mode to add the reply as a rule in the 

knowledge base of the ET. 

The second mode of learning is the forced learning. In this process, the user is allowed to 

enter rules directly into the knowledge base of the ET. When the Student ET is set to this 

mode, it pops up a window on the screen for the user to enter the rule. This is then added 

to the rule base of the system. 
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Public Functions 

Constructor: 

Get_Name: 

Force_Learn: 

Voluntary_Learn: 

The constructor for this class creates an object and the user 

interfaces for the ET operating in this mode. The user interfaces 

for the ET are inherited from the Learn_Popup class. 

This function returns the name of the ET that it belongs to. 

This function is called when the user selects the menu choice to 

forcibly make the Student “learn”. This function displays a pop- 

up window for the user to enter the rule. This functions then 

sends the rule to the ET object that it belongs, to add to its 

knowledge. 

This function sets the mode of operation of this object to 

voluntarily learn from the design process that is being carried on. 

It pops up a window for the user to enter the reason for a decision 

that was taken regarding the design. When the user enters the 

reason, this object sends a message to the ET object to add this as 

a rule to its knowledge-base. 
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The Learn_Popup Class 

This class creates the user interface functions necessary for the interaction of the user and 

the ET operating in this mode. A pop-up menu is created which is displayed when the 

menu item for the ET is selected on the screen. The menu items for the ET sets the 

Student mode either to the voluntary learn mode or the forced learn mode. 

Public Functions 

Create_Popup: Creates the pop-up menus for the ET object operating in 

this mode. Menu items for setting the learn mode voluntary 

or forced are also created. 

Create_Rule_Popup: Creates a pop-up window for the user to enter the rule 

during the forced learning process. 

Create_Voluntary_Popup: Creates a pop-up for the user to enter a rule during a 

voluntary learning process. 
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9. Knowledge Base and Inference Engine 

The Rule Class 

This chapter discusses the Rule class and the Inference Engine classes. Both these 

classes belong to the ET and provide it with the knowledge and the methods to aid the 

designer in the design process. As mentioned earlier, the knowledge base of the expert 

would consist of rules in the form of parametric equations, control equations, constraints, 

heuristics and empirical relationships. All these different types of rules would be objects 

of the rule class. This chapter initially discusses the requirements for the rule class. The 

rule class should be flexible enough to accommodate all the above mentioned types of 

rules as an instance. The chapter further discusses the actual design of the rule class 

along with the functions that should be a part of the rule class design. The final section of 

the chapter discusses the requirements and the design of the inference engine class. An 

object of this class would search the knowledge of the expert using specific search 

Strategies to reply to the users queries. Search strategies like forward and backward 

chaining would be built into this class for that purpose. 

The ET object which represents the expert in the expert system should have knowledge 

regarding the domain of the design. The knowledge of the expert should specifically suit 
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parametric design. Parametric design performed by current CAD systems are procedural 

in nature wherein the parameters are manipulated to obtain the final parameters of design. 

The design system starts with the initial parameters and uses these to calculate the 

intermediate parameters and from these intermediate parameters calculate the final design 

parameters. This process is procedural in the sense that the calculations of the parameters 

follows a certain order. The user enters the initial parameters and the system provides the 

user with the final design parameters. In this case the user has no control over the 

intermediate and the final parameters. The user would not be able to change the values of 

these and easily observe the changes brought about to the other parameters by this 

change. 

Figure 12 shows the structure of the rule class. The base class for the rules would have 

the constructor and the common data and methods for the rule class. The other derived 

rule classes inherit the data and the methods from this Rule class. The derived classes are 

the Data_Rule class, the Parametric_Equation class, Control_Rule class, Heuristic_Rule 

class and the Constraint_Rule class. Any rule that needs to be entered into the 

knowledge-base of the ET would be made an instance of one of these rule classes. The 

programmer would specify at the time of creation of the ET class which rule class needs 

to be instanced to create a rule that would be stored in the knowledge-base of the ET. 

The Data_Rule class would contain rules in the form of tables of values, values from a 

graph, etc. Rules regarding the domain of design that obtained through experience or that 

have come about through empirical methods would be instances of this class. An 

example of this rule would be the relationship between parameters that specifies that if 

the value of parameter A increases, the value of parameter B decreases. 

Calculation of the parameters are done by the parametric equations. Parametric equations 

are those equations that calculate the value of a parameter from the values of other 
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parameters. The parametric equations that are used to calculate the values of the 

parameters are governed by the control rules. For example a control rule might use a 

particular equation to calculate the value of a parameter based on the value of another 

parameter. A typical control rule might be represented using an if-then-else statement in 

a procedural program. Constraints might be in the form of limitation to the maximum 

and the minimum value of a parameter based on constraints of design. For example the 

stress parameter in the design might have a maximum limiting value depending upon the 

material being used or the length of a structural member might have a maximum and a 

minimum value depending on the geometric constraints. Rules of thumb might also need 

to be entered as knowledge to the ET. These might be in the form of relationships 

between parameters or storing a particular value to a parameter depending upon the 

conditions for design. 

As mentioned earlier, if the user wants to use a function of another module, for example, 

the analysis module, as a part of the knowledge of any ET, flexibility should be provided 

such that this function could be declared as a rule. This rule, shown as the Interface rule, 

would be similar to the equation rule in the sense that the inference engine would be able 

to fire this rule. 

The rule class should be able to accommodate all the above mentioned forms of rules. 

Most of these rules would use the parameters for calculating or defining relationships. 

So, these rules should be able to access the parameters and change the values of the 

parameters. Rule objects would be used by the inference engine to arrive at decisions 

regarding the design. The rule objects should allow easy access to the inference engine. 

This rule class has been further designed and implemented by Scott Angster [Angs93]. 
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Public Functions 

Constructor: The constructor for this class would have methods to create an 

object of one of the rule classes mentioned above. This function 

would then add the rule object created to the linked list of rules 

maintained in the ET. This function would also prepare the rule 

for firing. 

The Inference Engine Class 

This class would be responsible for the chaining and searching strategies through the 

knowledge-base of the ET. The chaining process typically used in an inference engine 

would be the forward and the backward chaining. Forward chaining is a data-driven 

reasoning method while backward chaining is a goal-reasoning method. If a rule 

specifies IF A THEN B, the forward and the backward chaining processes differ in the 

method of firing this rule. In a forward chaining process the left-hand side of the 

equation, that is the data is matched with all the data of all the available rules and the 

rules are chosen to fired based on this data. Actions are taken consequent to the results of 

the rules that are fired. Thus in this case the data of A is selected from a previous rule 

and B is determined. In the case of backward chaining, B is the goal and A is the data 

that needs to be verified. The facts that establish A are searched for and fired. If such 
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facts cannot be found in the rule base, then A is treated as a sub-goal and the chaining 

continues [Dym91] 

The inference engine class designed would support the forward and backward chaining 

processes. This class would have functions that can perform both data-driven and goal 

driven searches. The search strategies and the firing of the rules is tailored for the 

specific needs of parametric design. An object of this class would belong to the ET 

object and the functions in these classes would be used for the determination of the final 

parameters of design. The inference engine object would directly act on the rules 

available in the knowledge-base of the of the ET. For this purpose the inference engine 

has access to the linked list of rule objects that is maintained by the ET. To determine the 

values of the parameters, this object would need values of some of the parameters that 

belong to the other ETs. For this purpose, the inference engine sends a message through 

the ET to the Expert_Manager to return the value of a parameter belonging to another ET. 

Public Functions 

Determine_Parameter: This function determines the value of a parameter. For this 

purpose, it uses the equations in the Parametric_Equation objects. 

The equation that is used is dictated by a Control_Rule wherever 

applicable. 

Update_All: This function updates the values of all the parameters. In this 

case, the user defined values for the input parameters are used 

and the values of all the intermediate and final parameters are 

determined. 
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Validate: 

Interpret_Heuristics: 

Activate_Rules: 

Deactivate_Rules: 

Check_Control: 

Select_From_Data: 

This function would typically be used by the Observer object. 

This function is called if the Observer receives a message from 

the Expert_Manager that the value of a certain parameter has 

been changed. This function then checks to see if the value of 

that particular parameter violated any of the constraint rules. It 

then displays warnings about violations and suggests solutions to 

the violation. 

This function would be used to parse a heuristic rule that is 

normally in the form of a string. To fire such a rule, it needs to 

be parsed which is done when this function is called. 

A control rule would normally determine the parametric equation 

that would be used for the calculation of a certain parameter. 

Based on the result of firing of the control rule, a particular 

equation that is used for the calculation of the parameter is 

activated. If there are other equations that determine the value of 

the same parameter, they are deactivated. 

This function is called to deactivate Parametric_Equation rules 

that would not be used for the calculation of a certain parameter 

under a certain condition dictated by a control rule. 

This function fires the control rules and determines which of the 

parametric equation rules need to be activated and deactivated. 

This function selects data from the data rules which normally 

holds data values from tables, graphs, charts, etc. 
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10. Example of an Expert System Session 

The example considered for an expert system session is the parametric design of a two 

gear drive train. The drive train consists of two gears mounted on separate shafts with 

keys. One of the shafts is an input shaft and power is transmitted through the gears to the 

output shaft. For a parametric design of the system, an input parameter might be the 

power that needs to be transmitted. The design of this system involves determination of 

the various parameters that define this drive train. Some of the parameters for this system 

are shown in figure 13 and the rest of the parameters are listed below. 

N1,N2: No of teeth on the input and output gears 

KW1, KW2: Width of keys 

KL1, KL2: Length of keys 

KH1, KH2: Height of the keys 

The design process involved in this case could be a multi-disciplinary, parametric design. 

The different domains involved for this system are (a) kinematics which deals with the 

geometry and the angular velocities of the system and (b) strength which deals with the 

power transmitted and the strength considerations of keys, etc. To make the design 

complete from the point of view of manufacturing of the various components, a 

manufacturing domain, which deals with the issues of manufacturing is also introduced. 
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The various ETs that would be created for the expert system would be experts in the 

above mentioned domains. The programmer creating the expert system would provide 

the ET with the necessary knowledge and information regarding the domain of design 

that they are experts in. 

The ET that deals with the kinematics domain, the kinematics expert, deals with the 

equations, constraints, etc. affecting the various kinematics parameters. This expert 

would “own” the following parameters that directly deal with the kinematics domain of 

the design. These parameters are the angular velocities, radii of the gears, number of 

teeth in each gear, ratios of angular velocities, center distance between the gear shafts and 

the module of the gear. The ET, as a part of its knowledge, would contain rules in the 

form of equations, constraints, rules of thumb, etc. which deal with the determination and 

manipulation of the parameters that belong to this ET. 

The strength expert would deal with the rules regarding the strength considerations of 

design. Parameters that belong to this expert would primarily affect the design in this 

particular domain. The power transmitted would probably an input parameter in this 

domain. Depending on the power transmission through the drive train, the parameters 

that determine the size of the key and the key way are obtained. The reason for attaching 

the parameters such as the size of the keys and key ways to this expert is because these 

parameters would be directly affected by the maximum power transmission possible. The 

width of the gear would also determined by the power transmitted and thus would belong 

to this expert. This expert would have the rules to determine these parameters as a part of 

its knowledge base. 

The manufacturing expert in this case would not own any of the design parameters. This 

is because none of parameters used in this domain need to be determined directly from 
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the knowledge of this expert. This expert would contain rules that directly affect the 

manufacturability of the components designed. For example it would have rules that 

have the sizes of the cutters available to machine the key way on the shafts. If the 

calculation of the width of the key way yields a dimension that is impossible to 

manufacture, this expert would warn the user about it. This expert could also have rules 

that specify the number of teeth that could be manufactured on a blank of a particular 

diameter and the standard modules for the gears. Thus, if the user or the kinematics 

expert changes some of the values in the kinematics expert in a manner which is 

inconsistent from the manufacturing point of view, this expert would able to warn the 

user. 

Thus, with all the parameters and rules input to the ETs of this system, a user of the 

expert system would be able to interact with the ETs and obtain replies to various queries. 

The user would be able to change the value of the parameters and observe the effect of 

these changes on other parameters of the system. The determination and the 

manipulation of the parameters would be performed by the rules that belong to the ETs. 

The expert would be able to interact with the user in different modes of operation. The 

modes in which the ETs interact with the user is at the discretion of the user. The 

programmer of the expert system creates the ETs but it is the user who decides which of 

the modes of the experts the user wants to interact with. For example in this case, the 

user would most probably want the manufacturing expert to act in the observe mode since 

this ET does not “own” any parameters and does not have any rules to determine any of 

the parameters. This expert just has rules that would be constraints, rules of thumb and 

standard values. Thus the user would want this expert to observe the design and to 

provide suggestions and warnings regarding the parameters from a manufacturing point 

of view. This ET should be able to obtain the values of the parameters that belong to 
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other ETs. These values would then be compared to the values and constraints available 

in the knowledge of this ET. Thus, based on this comparison, the ET would be able to 

provide suggestions and warnings to the user. For example, this ET would have a rule 

that has the dimensions of gears those are already being manufactured in the particular 

company. If the user comes up with a design of a gear whose dimensions are close to the 

gears those are already being manufactured, this expert would be able to suggest to the 

user to change the dimensions, if possible, to match the one being already manufactured. 

This expert would also have the standard sizes of the components and the standard sizes 

of machine tools that are available. For example if the strength ET determines the values 

of the parameters that specify the size of the keys, this expert would then output to the 

user the dimensions of the closest standard key that is available. For this expert would 

contain the values of standard dimensions of keys as rules in its knowledge-base. If the 

user comes up with a dimension of a component that is difficult to manufacture, this 

expert would warn the user about this. 

If the kinematics expert is operating in the transact mode, this expert would provide a 

single reply to all the users queries. The user would be able to query this expert with the 

help of the pop-up menus that belong to this expert. This expert contains rules that deal 

directly with the kinematics domain of the design. For example one of the equations 

would be the equation relating the ratio of the number of teeth to the ratio of the input to 

output angular velocities. If the user changes the input angular velocity and wants to see 

how this has affected the number of teeth in the gears, the user would use the 

“Determine” menu of the ET. This would calculate the value of the parameter from the 

equation that is a part of its knowledge-base. Thus, this ET would be able to reply to all 

the queries of the user by searching through its knowledge. The user would be able to 

determine the values of the various parameters that belong to this ET and observe the 
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changes to other ETs. The user would also be able to increase or decrease the value of a 

parameter and observe the changes to any other parameter to determine the relationship 

between the parameters. This is done using the equations in the knowledge of the ET. 

This would be a part of the chaining process of the rules in the ETs. 

If the strength expert is operating in the consult mode, this expert would be able to 

provide multiple replies to a single query of the user. For example, if the user changes 

the power transmitted through the gear train, the expert would calculate all the parameters 

that are affected by this change. The expert would then let the expert know values of the 

parameters that were calculated and would let the user know the size of the keys needed 

to transmit the power input by the user. It would also let the user know the width of the 

gear that is necessary to transmit this power. 

The parameters of design would belong to various experts depending on the domain of 

the design. Given below are the list of the parameters that belong to the various experts. 

Kinematics Expert: 

No of teeth in the gears: N1, N2 

Angular velocities: wl, m2 

Ratio of angular velocities @1/a2 

Radii of gears rl, r2 

Center distance between the shafts C 

Module m 
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Strength Expert: 

Length of keys: 

Width of keys: 

Height of keys: 

Width of gears: 

Power transmitted: 

Diameter of the shafts: 

kl1, kl2 

kwl, kw2 

kh1, kh2 

Ww 

P 

di, d2 

The knowledge of an ET would contain among other things equations to calculate the 

values of some parameters. These equations are a part of the knowledge of a particular 

expert depending on the parameter that is being calculated. For example the equation to 

calculate the radius of the gear would be a part of the knowledge of the kinematics expert. 

The equations that are used in this for the calculation of the parameters are listed below. 

Some of the parameters could be calculated using several different equations. 

Kinematics Expert: 

NI: 

N2 

Ni = 22 N2 
al 

Mie wt 
m 

No=2i my 
@2 

N2 = 2r2 
m 
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A constraint equation for this expert could be the equation for the minimum number of 

teeth for meshing of the gears without interference. If the calculation of the number of 

teeth yields a value that is lesser than this value, this expert would warn the user about it. 

34.2k? —N1 
N2 min: N2... = ——_—— 

mn. min“ 2* N1—34.2k 

Strength Expert: 

kl: kl=W 

kw: kw = f(P,@,d) 

T: T = f(P,d) 

W: W= f(P) 

These equations would be a part of the knowledge of the expert system. The expert 

would use these equations for the calculation of the parameters and reply to the users 

queries. Some of the parameters have more than one equation that determine the value. 

In these cases the programmer should specify priorities for the order in which the 

equations will be calculated. For example for the calculation of the parameter rl, the 

equation with the highest priority would be equation 9 followed by equations 10, 11 and 

12. The system would then try to calculate the value of parameter rl from 9. If this is 

not possible in a case where the value of C is not specified and value of r2 is known, the 

system would use equation 10 to calculate the value of the parameter. Thus the 

determination of the value of the parameter would be in the order of the priority of the 

equations. This priority itself would be a rule for the expert. 
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If the user specifies the values of the ratio of the angular velocities and the center distance 

between the two shafts, the system would first calculate the values of rl and r2 from 

equations 9 and 13. Knowing the values of rl and r2 then the expert would calculate the 

values of wl and w2. From these values, parameters N1 and N2 are determined. Thus, 

as the user inputs the values of the parameters, the expert would try to determine the 

values of all the other parameters that are owned by it. If the user now changes the value 

of one of the parameters, the values of the other parameters that are affected are 

calculated. For example, if the user now changes the value of C, the center distance, the 

expert would automatically update the values of the parameters rl and r2 which are 

directly obtained from this parameter. Once the value of rl and r2 are changed, the 

expert updates the values of wl and w2. The values of N1 and N2 are also updated. 

Thus, changing one of the values of the parameters starts a process of updating values of 

other parameters affected by this change and is continued until the values of all the 

parameters are updated. Thus, the user would be able to observe the changes that are 

brought about by changing the values of parameters and would be able to determine the 

relationships between the parameters. 

Once these parameters are calculated, the manufacturing expert would be able to suggest 

changes based on the standard gears available. Similarly with the strength expert, once 

the power transmitted and the width of the gear is known, the expert would be able to 

calculate the size of the keys needed. Based on this, the manufacturing expert would be 

able to suggest a key of standard size from the rules in the knowledge-base. 

Figure 14 shows the flow of control in a sample session. The user changes the value of C 

in the kinematics ET. Based on this change the ET calculate the values of the other 

parameters affected by this change. For this purpose the ET uses the inference engine 

object. This inference engine object uses the various rules available in the knowledge- 
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base to calculate the values of all the other parameters. The kinematics ET then sends a 

message to the Expert_Manager object specifying that the values of its parameters have 

changed. Upon receiving this message, the Expert_Manager object sends a message to 

the manufacturing expert operating in the observe mode. This ET then accesses its rule 

base to see if any of the rules are violated to warn the user. For this purpose, it would 

need the values of the parameters in the other ET which it retrieves by sending a message 

to the appropriate ET. For example, the kinematics ET, based on the value of C input by 

the user, would have come up with a value for the module which is not standard. This ET 

would have the values of the standard values of the modules for gears. Based on this 

value, it will warn the user and suggest a new value for the module of the gear. 

The strength ET in this example is operating in the consult mode. If the user changes the 

value of the power transmitted, the ET calculates the values of all the other parameters 

and outputs the values of these parameters to the user. The ET uses the inference engine 

object which accesses the rules in the knowledge-base for the calculation of the 

parameters. When these values are changed, the ET sends a message to the 

Expert_Manager object which in turn sends a message to the manufacturing ET object. 

The manufacturing ET, as earlier, checks to see if any of its rules are violated, which it 

then warns the user. Changing the value of the power transmitted would change the 

dimensions of the key being used for the design. The strength expert would send a 

message to the Expert_Manager that the dimensions of the keys have changed which in 

turn is sent to the manufacturing expert. This expert has dimensions of standard keys and 

suggests to the user that the dimensions of the keys might be changed to be consistent 

with the standard. 

Thus the expert system that is developed from this framework would aid the designer 

during the design process by letting the designer observe the changes brought to the 
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design by changing the value of a particular parameter. It would also provide the 

designer with suggestions and warnings regarding the design so that costly changes are 

avoided during the latter part of the design process. The expert system would also let the 

designer deal with experts in different domains simulating a real-world design process. 
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11. Implementation and Results 

A prototype of the object-oriented framework designed was implemented using C++. 

C++ is a language that supports object-oriented programming. The platform used for the 

development of this framework was IBM RS/6000, using the AIX operating system. The 

C++ compiler used for the implementation was xlC. The user interfaces for the 

framework were implemented using OSF/Motif, an application programming 

environment using X Windows environment. The version of Motif used was release 1.1 

and the X11 Release 5 version of the X windows was used. 

C++ is a language gaining wide acceptance and popularity in the object-oriented 

programming world. It is a language that supports all the features of object-oriented 

design such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, etc. One of the main objectives 

of the thesis was to develop this framework using a language that is used and understood 

by programmers and engineers. This necessitated that the language used for the 

implementation should be a language that is in everyday use by the programmers of CAD 

systems. C++ has gained popularity among the programmers and is widely being used to 

develop CAD applications. The expert system developed from this framework would 

need to be integrated with the overali CAD system and an implementation of the 

framework using C++ would make the task of integration easier. 

The user interfaces for the framework were implemented using OSF/Motif. Motif is 

based on X Window System. It is a graphical interface programming toolkit. It provides 
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the user interface objects as widgets and provides these to the user through a library. This 

library includes several objects such as windows, push buttons, dialog boxes, lists, text 

windows, scrolled windows, etc. that can be used to develop a user interface for any 

application. A programmer using this toolkit for the creation of such user interfaces has to 

call the functions provided in the library to create these objects. Parameters are passed 

into these functions which affect the appearance and the location of these objects when 

they are displayed on the screen. 

Motif was used for the implementation of this object-oriented framework because it 

provides a library of user interface objects which are easy to use and implement. Since it 

is based on X Window System, Motif is portable across all the platforms that run the X 

window system. The user interfaces have been designed to be as separate classes in this 

framework. Other classes requiring these interfaces inherit from these classes. This is to 

aid in the implementation and future expansion of the framework wherein only these 

classes need to altered or changed to accommodate any new graphical user interface 

toolkit. 

Since one of the objectives of this thesis was to only develop a prototype of the 

framework that was designed, all the classes that were designed were not implemented. 

The following paragraphs detail the classes that were implemented and to what extent 

these classes were implemented. 

The classes that were fully implemented based on the design were the Session_Manager 

class, the Session_Interface class, the Expert_Manager class, the Delete_Menu class, the 

Expert_Setup class, the ET class, the Parameter class, the Transactor class, the Consultant 

class and the Observer class. The classes which were designed and were partially 

implemented include the Teacher class and the Student class. They have methods to 
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create the class object but do not have any functions built into them for the designed 

interaction with the user. The user interface classes for these operating mode classes 

have been implemented. These classes typically contain the pop-up menus required for 

the interaction between the user and these operating mode objects. The Rule class was 

further designed and implemented by Angster [Angs93]. The Inference engine class was 

designed but was not implemented as a part of this thesis. 

The implementation details are given below. 

Session_Manager: As explained in the previous chapter this class creates an 

Expert_Manager object. Since this Expert_Manager object needs to be an external 

object, a new Expert_Manager object is created an set to be an external Expert_Manager 

object. All the variables that keep track of the ETs and the operating mode objects are 

initialized in this class. The functions for returning and accepting an Expert_Manager 

object have also been implemented into this class. 

Session_Interface: This class has functions implemented which create all the user 

interface objects for the proper functioning of the expert system created from the 

framework. This class uses Motif function calls to create these objects. The Motif 

application is initialized and a main window is initially created. A menu bar is created as 

a child of the main window and the buttons for exit, setting up experts and deleting of 

experts are created in this class. A scroll-window where the push buttons for the ETs are 

placed is also created in this class. The dialog window where the replies of the experts 

are posted is also created in this class. Figure 15 shows the initial screen for the example 

problem described in the earlier chapter. Other objects such as frames for the 
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creation of other objects is also created in this class. Some of these user interface objects 

are defined as global objects and the reason for this is explained later in this chapter. 

Expert_Manager: This class keeps track of all the ETs and their operating modes. All 

the functions described in the earlier chapter have been implemented for this class. 

Variables which keep track of the number of ETs and the operating modes have been 

implemented. This class maintains a linked list of all the ETs and the operating modes. A 

pointer to the first and last object in the linked list is always maintained by this class. 

Thus searches through the linked list use the first object pointer to start the search. 

Adding new objects to the linked list makes use of the pointer to the last object in the 

linked list. 

Expert_Setup: This class displays the menus for the creation of a new operating mode 

for the ETs and is inherited by the Expert_Manager class. Motif function calls are made 

for the creation of a button on the menu bar in the main window for this purpose. This 

button has a pull-down menus attached to it. A push button is displayed on this pull- 

down menu for each existing ET. Each of these ET buttons have a second level of pull- 

down menus on which a push button is created for each of the operating mode of the ET. 

Push buttons are created only for those operating modes which are not yet active. 

Selecting these buttons sends a message to the Expert_Manager object to create the 

operating mode object in the ET. Figure 16 shows the menus for the creation of the 

operating modes of experts. 

Delete_Menu: This class has functions which are similar to those in the Expert_Setup 

class except that the operating modes for which push buttons are created on the menus are 

those modes in which the ET is currently interacting with the user. Selecting these 
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push buttons call functions in the Expert_Manager object to delete the operating mode 

object in the ET. 

Parameter: This class was implemented completely as described in the earlier chapter. 

Figure 17 shows all the parameters that belong to the strength expert of the example 

problem described in the earlier chapter. Figure 18 shows all the parameters that belong 

to the kinematics expert in the example problem. 

ET: This class represents the expert to be used in the expert system. An instance of this 

class is created by the programmer in the application. The expert is designed to interact 

with the user is different modes. Each of these modes is a class and the ET class has 

pointers to the different operating modes classes. When this class object is operating in a 

particular mode, a new object of the operating mode class is created and the pointer is set 

to that object. Each operating mode has a flag in the ET which specifies whether that 

mode is active or not. If the flag is set to active it means that the ET is operating in that 

particular mode. When the ET ceases to act in that particular mode, the operating mode 

object is deleted in this class and the flag is set to inactive. 

The knowledge base and the parameters that belong to an object of this class are defined 

during the creation of the object. The parameters and rules for the class may be stored in 

a file which is read in. As the parameters are being read into the ET object, objects of the 

parameter classes are created with the defined values. These parameters are stored in the 

form of a linked list. A pointer to the first parameter in the linked list is available to the 

ET class. Similarly as the rules are defined in objects of the rule classes are created. 

These rule objects make up the knowledge base of the ET. 

Consultant: This class has not yet been fully implemented. Currently the constructor 

for this class just creates an object and the required user interfaces. The functions 
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Figure 18 Parameters Belonging to the Kinematics Expert 
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necessary for an object of this class to interact with the user have not been built into the 

class. This class carries pointers to the next and previous consult objects for the linked list 

of the consult object maintained in the Expert_Manager object. The Motif functions for 

this object are inherited from the Consult_Popup class. 

Consult_Popup: This class has Motif functions for the pop-up menus that are displayed 

when the menus for the ET objects are selected. There are three levels of menus on the 

pop-ups for the experts in this mode. Figure 19 shows the three levels of menus for 

strength expert of the sample problem operating in the consult mode. The screen shown 

in this figure is displayed when the user wants to enter a new value of a parameter 

belonging to the strength expert. Figure 20 shows the pop-up menu which is displayed 

for the user to enter the new value of the parameter selected. 

Observe: This class has also been partially implemented. The constructor for this class 

has been implemented and as with the other operating mode classes, the pop-up menus 

are inherited from the Observe_Popup class. The constructor of this class just creates an 

object of this class. The functions discussed in the earlier chapter have not been 

implemented. 

Observe_Popup: This class creates the pop-ups for the observe mode object. The pop- 

up for this class has buttons for setting the observe mode active or inactive. Figure 21 

shows the menus for this ET. 

Transact: The constructor of this class creates an object of this class. The functions 

designed for this class have not been implemented. 
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Figure 19 Pulldown Menus for the Consult Operating Mode of an Expert 
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Figure 20 Pop-up Menu for Entering a New Value for a Parameter 
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Figure 21 Pop-up Menus for the Observe Mode of an Expert 
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Transact_Popup: The pop-up menu for the Transact class is implemented in this class. 

It uses Motif functions for the implementation and the menu choices for this class are 

similar to the ones for the Consultant class. 

Teacher: The constructor for this class has been implemented. The functions for this 

class have not been implemented. 

Teach_Popup: Pop-ups for the Teach class have been implemented in this class. The 

menus has buttons for setting an object of this class to be active or inactive. 

Student: Constructor for this class has been implemented but the functions have not 

been built into this class. 

Learn_Popup: The pop-up menus for the Student class have been implemented in this 

class. There are two buttons for the learn class on the pop-up for the class object one 

each for the forced learning and automatic learning. 

Exit_Dialog: This class creates the menu for the user to confirm whether the user really 

wants to exit the session or not. This class has been implemented completely and deletes 

the objects of all the classes, closes the Motif application and exits the expert system 

session. Figure 22 shows the pop-up window for the confirmation from the user to exit 

the system. 

During the implementation of these classes a number of problems were encountered. 

Even though implementation details were considered during the design stage of this 

framework, some problems could not be envisioned during this period. Due to these 

problems, the framework underwent minor design changes even during the 

implementation stage. As in any design, the iterative processes of design and 

implementation were carried out throughout this thesis. Even though the framework has 
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Figure 22 Pop-up for Confirmation from the User to Exit the Session 
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been designed taking into consideration future developments and expansion, some 

implementation details will necessitate changes to the design. 

Most of the problems that were encountered during the implementation relates to the use 

of Motif as the user interface tool kit working within C++ classes. Even though Motif is 

an object-oriented toolkit, it has been implemented using C. C routines could be used as 

a subset of C++ classes, but the parameter passing for the function calls in Motif has been 

designed for C. The parameter passing in C is not as rigid as it is in C++. This created 

problems mainly in the callback functions of Motif. Callback functions are those 

functions which are called when an event is generated in the application program. Events 

might be generated when a push button is selected, an item from a list is selected or by 

any other action that necessitates the call of a function. These callbacks are attached to 

buttons or items when they are created so that when these are selected the callback 

functions are called. 

While using Motif within C++ classes, these callback functions have to be declared as 

static functions returning the data type (void). A single instance of the static member 

exists independently of any object of the class. This makes it illegal for any non-static 

member to be present in the static member function in C++. This restriction poses 

problems in using variables or objects of other classes in these member functions. 

Variables and objects of other classes have to either be recreated in these functions or 

have to be declared as external in these static functions. 

The Expert_Manager class object carries all the information regarding the various ETs 

and the operating mode objects. This manager object is constantly used in the call back 

functions of the Motif widgets to perform various tasks required by the user. To be used 

in the callback functions, the Expert_Manager object has to created as a new object in the 
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callback functions or has to declared as an external object. The former is not feasible 

since we need to have only a single copy of the Expert_Manager object for the sake of 

consistency. This forced the declaration of the Expert_Manager object to be an external 

object in a number of other classes where it is being used in the callback functions. This 

satisfies the needs of Motif implemented within C++ classes and the requirement of this 

design to have a single copy of the Expert_Manager object for the sake of consistency. 

The definition of this Expert_Manager object is done in the Expert_Manager class and is 

declared as an external object in the other classes that need to use this object. 

Motif follows the techniques of hierarchy in the creation of its objects. The main window 

is created first and all the objects in the main window are created as children of the main 

window. This hierarchy continues during the creation of other objects wherein parents 

have to be specified for the objects that are being created. Since these user interface 

objects are created in the various classes of the framework, using objects created in other 

classes as parents posed a problem of passing these objects around. This necessitated that 

a user interface object that is a parent of another object created in a different class be 

declared using global widgets. These widgets have been defined in a file Global.h file 

along with all the Motif include files. 

Each ET created operates in different modes in interacting with the user. Each of the ET 

in a particular operating mode has a push button which appears on the window for the 

expert system. Selecting these buttons displays pop-up menus available for the ETs. The 

user interacts with the ETs using the choices on the pop-up menus available. It was 

desired that the pop-up menus appear on the buttons for the ETs. But during 

implementation it was observed that the pop-up menus appeared on the top left hand 

corner of the screen and changing the location of the pop-up menus by passing in location 

parameters only changed their location with reference to the whole screen of the terminal. 
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To rectify this an event handler was written using X windows calls which specifies the 

location of the cursor when the event is generated and positions the pop-up menus at the 

correct location. 

The expert system that would be developed from this framework would support non- 

procedural multi-disciplinary analysis of designs. Figure 23 shows how the this 

framework could be used to create experts in different domains of an aircraft design 

system. The programmer developing the expert system would create experts in different 

domains of aircraft design. In the figure four domain experts are shown - economics, 

geometry, aerodynamics, and weights have been created by the programmer. A designer 

using the design system, in this case ACSYNT, a aircraft conceptual design system, 

would interact directly with the ETs. Thus these ETs would aid in the design process by 

providing replies to the users queries. 

This framework would also support concurrent engineering techniques wherein experts 

involved at different stages in a product cycle get involved in the design process. This 

would aid the designer in taking into consideration the issues dealing with the different 

Stages of the product cycle. An expert system that would be built for the CAD 

application could have experts created for the domains that deal with the product cycle. 

Figure 24 shows these experts in a session with the user. The expertise of these domains 

of the product cycle could be incorporated with the ETs and these ETs would aid the 

designer in the design process. As shown in the figure, these ETs could be experts in the 

domains of assembly, marketing, fabrication and maintenance. These expert would assist 

the designer to design the component by taking into consideration the whole product 

development cycle. 
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12. Using the Framework 

This chapter explains how this framework may be used to develop an expert system from 

the classes that have been created. This chapter further explains how the expert system 

developed from this framework may be used. There are two "users" that this chapter 

refers to. The first is the person who is involved in the development of the expert system 

from this framework and is referred to as the programmer throughout this chapter. The 

second is the final user of the expert system and is referred to as the user in this chapter. 

The programmer using the framework makes uses of the classes implemented to create 

the expert system that will meet his specific needs. This chapter explains how the 

programmer needs to use the classes to create the expert system. Typically the 

programmer makes use of only three of the classes which were developed, to create the 

expert system. The three classes are the Session_Manager class, the Expert_Manager 

class and the ET class. The Expert_Manager class needs to be used by the programmer 

only if the programmer wishes to use more than a single session for the expert system. 

The number of sessions in use would be dictated by the number of users who want to use 

the expert system to work on the same problem at the same time. 

To create an expert system from the framework the programmer needs to create a main 

program where the above mentioned classes will be used. Before using these classes the 

programmer has to include the files where these classes have been defined. The include 

files typically would be the Session_Manager.h and the ET.h files. 
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#include "Session_Manager.h” 

#include "ET.h" 

The Expert_Manager class definition has been included in the Session_Manager.h file 

and even if the programmer needs to use this class, the Expert_Manager.h file need not 

be included. 

The programmer needs to create an object of the Session_Manager class in the main 

program. The syntax for this is 

emearseeeseescesons 

This creates a Session_Manager object called ses_manager. This Session_Manager 

object creates an Expert_Manager object. The Session_Manager object also initializes 

the Motif application for the user interfaces and creates all the user interface objects such 

as the main window, dialog boxes, etc. This object controls the expert system session 

that is created using the framework. A function of the Session_Manager class needs to be 

used in the main program. This function is handle_events. Typically this function cal! is 

the last line in the main program. Using the ses_manager object the syntax for this would 

be 

ses_manager.handle_events(); 
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This function provides the loop back for the events generated in the application. After all 

the objects are created in the main program this function waits for the user to generate an 

event by selecting one of the push buttons on the screen. This makes sure that the main 

program is not exited until the exit button is selected on the main window of the 

application. 

The programmer has to create all the experts needed for the expert system by creating 

objects of the ET class. This is done nght after the Session_Manager object is created in 

the main program. The ET is the central part of the expert system created by using this 

framework. The programmer creates an ET for each of the domains of design. These 

ETs would have knowledge and methods regarding a certain domain of the design and 

would represent an expert in that domain. 

The parameters that are passed in while the ET object is being created are the name of the 

ET and an operating mode in which the programmer requires that ET to interact with the 

user initially. If the operating mode is not specified, then the ET uses the default 

operating mode to interact with the user. Currently the default operating mode for the ET 

is the Consult mode. 

ET aero{"aero”, "Observe"); 

ET geom("geom"); 

ET wht("weight", "Transact"); 

The above lines would create three experts. The first expert is an aerodynamics expert 

with the name aero. This would initially interact with the user in the observe mode. The 

geom expert that is created next would default to the Consult mode since an operating 

mode is not specified in the constructor of the ET class. Each ET has a name variable 

which is set to the name that is passed in. This might be different than the identifier for 
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the object itself. Thus, putting all the above lines together to create a sample main 

program and is shown by figure 25. 

These ETs that are created need to be fed with the knowledge. This knowledge would 

contain the rules and the parameters that belong to that ET. The knowledge for the ET is 

input through a stored object that the programmer creates. There is one stored object for 

each of the ET created. This object would contain all the parameters, their values and the 

rules that belong to each of the ET. This stored object is created while the ET object is 

being created by reading information from a file. 

There is a separate stored object that needs to be created for each of the ET object 

containing the parameters and rules belonging to that expert. The name of the file should 

be the name of the ET with an extension kb. In the example shown above, the knowledge 

object for the aero expert would be aero.kb and the wht expert would be weight.kb. 

While the ET object is being created, the system looks for a stored object with the name 

of the expert and a kb extension. This stored object is read in and the parameters and the 

rules in the object are created as objects of the parameter and the rule classes. 

The stored object may contain the parameters and rules in any order. The only restriction 

is that each parameter and rule must be entered in a new line in the file. The format for a 

parameter in the file would be 

Parameter Aspect_ratio float 20.50 

The first word in the line specifies that itis a parameter. The second word specifies the 

name of the parameter. The next word specifies the type of parameter. Two types of 

parameters are allowed namely float and string. The value of the parameter is specified 
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#include “Session_Manager.h” 

#include “ET.h” 

main() { 

Session_Manager ses_manager = new Session_Manager(); 

// Creates a new session manager object 

// Session Manager creates a Expert Manager object 

ET aero({“aero”, “Observe’”’); 

// Creates an aerodynamics expert in observe mode 

ET geom(“geom’”’); 

// Creates a geometry expert in the default consult mode 

ET wht( “Weight”, “Transact”’); 

// Creates a weights expert in transact mode 

ses_manager.handle_events(); 

// Waits for an input from the menu 

Figure 25 Sample Program to Create an Expert System from Framework 
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next. If the type of the parameter is string, the value could be an actual string. For 

example 

Parameter Aircraft_Type string fighter 

All the words in each line of the knowledge file are separated by a tab. As the parameters 

are being read in, instances of the parameter class are created in the ET. These 

parameters are then added to the linked list maintained in the ET object. 

After the main program of the expert system is created, it should be compiled and the 

executable created. The user of the expert system would use the executable code to run a 

session of the expert system. 
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13. Conclusions 

An object-oriented framework for the customized creation of expert systems for CAD 

was designed in this thesis. The requirements for the design of this framework were 

specified, the object-oriented design of the framework was completed and a prototype of 

the framework was created using C++. The central part of the expert system that will be 

created using this framework are the ETs which represent the experts in domains of 

design in real-world. These experts would be able to interact with the user as a 

Consultant, a Transactor, an Observer, a Teacher or a Student. The knowledge for the 

ETs in this expert system would be fed by the programmer during the creation of these 

ETs. The knowledge for the ETs are in the form of rules. These rules could be 

parametric equations, control equations, constraints, heuristic rules and data for the 

design parameters. These rules would operate on the design parameters of the design. 

The design parameters that are being used in the design belong to an ET depending on the 

domain of the parameter. Thus, the expert system developed from this framework would 

support parametric design. 

CAD systems have traditionally used procedural methods to implement parametric 

design. Incorporating the procedural programming methods in an object-oriented 

environment has been a difficult task. Moreover, imbedding the procedures used in a 

traditional CAD applications as knowledge-based methods in an expert system proved to 

be difficult. The equations, constraints, control equations used in a procedural parametric 
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design system can be embedded as rules in an expert system created using this 

framework. 

The framework created would enhance the power of the CAD application and aid the 

users of the CAD system in designing better components faster. This framework would 

aid the programmers of CAD systems to build expert systems that are tailor-made for 

parametric conceptual design in a CAD application. A programmer using this framework 

would have tools to create expert systems that can be easily integrated with the overall 

CAD application and would be implemented in a language that is in everyday use by 

engineers. 
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Overview 

Included in this appendix are the detailed descriptions of all the class members and 

functions that are used in all the classes in this framework. The classes that are included 

in this appendix are those that have been implemented and have been provided as a 

reference to those who wish to use the framework. It is assumed that those wishing to 

use this framework have knowledge of C++ and OSF/Motif. Some of the classes that 

were designed as a part of this thesis had not been implemented by the time this thesis 

was written and were later implemented by Scott Angster. For a detailed description of 

these classes refer to [Angs93]. 
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Session_Manager Class 

Class Description . 
This class creates the Expert_Manager object and creates various user interface 
objects for the interaction of the experts with the user. 

Class Inheritance 
Session_Interface class 

Private Variables 

Expert_Manager* the_manager Pointer to the Expert_Manager object that is 
created 

Public Functions 

Session_Manager() 

Function Description 
Creates the Expert_Manager object and all the user interface 
objects through inheritance. 

Argument Description 
None. 

Expert_Manager* Get_Manager() 

Function Description 
Returns a pointer to the expert manager object that is created in 
this class. 

Argument Description 

None. 

void Add_Expert_Manager (Expert_Manager *manager) 

Function Description 
Adds the expert manager object that is passed in to the session that 
is created. 

Argument Description 
manager Pointer to the expert manager object 
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Session_Interface Class 

Class Description 
This class initializes Motif application and creates all the main user interface objects 
like the menu bar, the main menu, dialog windows, scrolled windows, etc. 

Class Inheritance 
None. 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Argument list for creation of the Motif 
widgets. 

int ac Counter for the above argument list. 

Widget sw Scrolled window widget for dialog between 
user and the experts. 

Widget workArea Work area form widget for the main 
window. 

Widget bbframe Bulletin board widget frame widget for the 
dialog window. 

Private Functions 

Widget Create_Menu_Bar (Widget parent) 

Function Description 
Creates the main menu bar for the main menu of the expert system 

Argument Description 
parent Parent for the widget, the main window 

widget is passed in. 

static void MenuCB (Widget, XtPointer, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Function provides a call back for the exit button on the main menu. 
Creates an object of the exit dialog class in the call back. 

Argument Description 
None. 
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Protected Variables 

Widget mainWindow The main window widget. 

Widget menuBar The main menu bar widget 

Widget frame Frame widget for the scrolled window 

XtAppContext app_context The application context for the initialization 
of Motif application 

Public Functions 

Session_Interface() 

Function Description 
Class constructor which creates all the widgets and initializes the 
Motif application 

Argument Description 
None. 

void handle_events() 

Function Description 
This function provides a loop back for the application to wait for 
an event to be generated. 

Argument Description 
None. 

Exit_Dialog Class 

Class Description 
This class object is created when the exit button on the main menu is selected. This 
class closes the Motif application and exits the program. 

Class Inheritance 
None. 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Motif argument 

int ac Argument counter for the above 
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Private Function 

static void DialogCB (Widget, XtPointer client_Data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for the OK button on the exit dialog window. 
Closes the Motif application and exits the program. 

Argument Description 
client_Data Button ID for the OK button 

Public Functions 

Exit_Dialog() 

Function Description 
This function creates a question box for confirmation on whether 
the user really wants to exit the system. If yes then the call back 
for the OK button is called. 

Argument Description 
None. 

Static void show_exitdialog() 

Function Description 
Manages the question box widget for the exit dialog. 

Argument Description 
None. 

Expert_Manager Class 

Class Description 
This class manages all the experts that are created by the user. It keeps track of all the 
experts, processes requests from them and provides functions for them to interact with 
the user. 

Class Inheritance 
Expert_Setup, Delete_Menu 

Private Variables 

XFontStruct *newfont Font structure for output font 
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XmFontList newfontlist 

Arg all] 

int ac 

Widget windowtext 

char *output_string 

int No_of_Consult_Experts_Created 

int No_of_Observe_Experts_Created 

int No_of_Transact_Experts_Created 

int No_of_Teach_Experts_Created 

int No_of_Learn_Experts_Created 

Consult* first_consult 

Observe* first_observe 

Transact *first_transact 

Teach *first_teach 

Learn *first_learn 

Consult* curr_consult 

Observe* curr_observe 

Transact *curr_transact 

Teach *curr_teach 

Learn *curr_learn 
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List of fonts 

Motif argument list 

Argument counter for the list 

Widget for the text window 

Output string that is written to the text 
window 

No of consult objects created in all the ETs 

No of observe objects created in all the ETs 

No of transact objects created in all the ETs 

No of teach objects created in all the ETs 

No of teach objects created in all the ETs 

Pointer to the first consult object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the first observe object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the first transact object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the first teach object in the linked 
list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the first learn object in the linked 
list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the last consult object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the last observe object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the last transact object in the 
linked list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the last teach object in the linked 
list maintained by the manager 

Pointer to the last learn object in the linked 
list maintained by the manager 
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ET *first_ET Pointer to the first ET object in the linked 
list maintained by the manager 

ET *curr_ET Pointer to the last ET object in the linked list 
maintained by the manager 

int No_of_ETs No of ET objects created by the user 

Public Functions 

Expert_Manager() 

Function Description 
Sets the name of the expert and initializes all the variables to keep 
track of the experts that are created 

Argument Description 
None 

void Add_Consult (Consult *cons) 

Function Description 
Adds the consult expert passed in to the linked list of consult 
objects maintained 

Argument Description 
cons Pointer to the consult object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 

void Add_Observe (Observe *obs) 

Function Description 
Adds the observe expert passed in to the linked list of observe 
objects maintained 

Argument Description 
obs Pointer to the observe object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 

void Add_ Transact (Transact *trans) 

Function Description 
Adds the transact expert passed in to the linked list of transact 
objects maintained 

Argument Description 
trans Pointer to the transact object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 
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void Add_ Teach (Teach *teach) 

Function Description 
Adds the teach expert passed in to the linked list of teach objects 
maintained 

Argument Description 
teach Pointer to the teach object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 

void Add_Learn (Learn *learn) 

Function Description 
Adds the learn expert passed in to the linked list of learn objects 
maintained 

Argument Description 
learn Pointer to the learn object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 

void Write_To_User (char *msg) 

Function Description 
Writes the string that is passed in to the dialog window 

Argument Description 
msg String that needs to be written to the user 

void Remove_Consult (Consult *cons) 

Function Description 
Removes the consult expert passed in from the linked list 

Argument Description 
cons Pointer to the consult expert needed to be 

removed from the linked list 

void Remove_Observe (Observe *obs) 

Function Description 
Removes the observe expert passed in from the linked list 

Argument Description 
obs Pointer to the observe expert needed to be 

removed from the linked list 
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void Remove_Transact (Transact *trans) 

Function Description 
Removes the transact expert passed in from the linked list 

Argument Description 
cons Pointer to the transact expert needed to be 

removed from the linked list 

void Remove_Teach (Teach *teach) 

Function Description 
Removes the teach expert passed in from the linked list 

Argument Description 
teach Pointer to the teach expert needed to be 

removed from the linked list 

void Remove_Learn (Teach *learn) 

Function Description 
Removes the learn expert passed in from the linked list 

Argument Description 
learn Pointer to the learn expert needed to be 

removed from the linked list 

int Get_No_of_Consult() 

Function ription 
Returns the number of consult experts created 

Argument Description 
None 

int Get_No_of_Observe() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of observe experts created 

Argument Description 
None 

int Get_No_of_Transact() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of transact experts created 

Argument Description 
None 
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int Get_No_of_TeachQ) 

Function Description 
Returns the number of teach experts created 

Argument Description 
None 

int Get_No_of_Learn() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of learn experts created 

Argument Description 
None 

void Add_ET (ET *et) 

Function Description 
Adds the ET object passed in to the linked list maintained 

Argument Description 
et Pointer to the ET object that needs to be 

added to the linked list 

int Get_No_of_ETs() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of ET objects that have been created by the 
user 

Argument Description 
None 

ET *Get_First_ETQ) 

Function Description 
Returns a pointer to the first ET in the linked list of ETs 

Argument Description 
None 

float Get_ Value (char *param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns the value of the parameter, the name of the parameter is 
passed in 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 
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char *Get_Char_Value (char *param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns the character value of the parameter, a pointer to whose 
name is passed in 

Argument Description 
param_name A pointer to the name of the parameter 

char *Get_Type (char *param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns “float” if the parameter is of the type float or “string” if the 
parameter is of the type string 

Argument Description 
param_name A pointer to the name of the parameter 

whose type is needed 

int Is_Present (char *param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns a 1 if the parameter whose name is passed in is a member 
of any of the ETs 

Argument Description 
param_name A pointer to the name of the parameter 

void Put_ Value (char *param_name, float value) 

Function Description 
Sets a float value passed in to a parameter 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 
value Value that needs to be set to the parameter 

Void Put_Char_ Value (char *param_name, char *value) 

Function Description 
Sets a string to a String parameter 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of a parameter 
value Pointer to the string that needs to stored 
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Expert_Setup Class 

Class Description 
Creates the user interfaces for the creation of a particular operating mode of the ET 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Public Variables 

Arg all] Motif Argument list 

int ac Counter for the Motif argument list 

Widget *setupchildren Button widgets for the operating modes of 
the ET 

int noofsetupchildren No of buttons for the operating modes 

Public Functions 

Expert_Setup() 

Function Description 
Creates the user interface menu for the creation of the operating 
mode objects of the ETs 

Argument Description 
None 

void Update_Setup() 

Function Description 
Updates the menus whenever a new ET or a new operating mode 
object of an ET is created or deleted 

Argument Description 
None 

static void Create_Expert (Widget, XtPointer client_Data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the buttons to create the operating modes of the 
experts 

Argument Description 
client_Data IDs of the ET and the operating mode 
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Delete_Menu Class 

Class Description 
Creates the user interfaces for the deletion of a particular operating mode of the ET 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Public Variables 

Arg all[] Motif Argument list 

int ac Counter for the Motif argument list 

Widget *deletechildren Button widgets for the operating modes of 
the ET 

int noofdeletechildren No of buttons for the operating modes 

Public Functions 

Delete_Menu() 

Function Description 
Creates the user interface menu for the deletion of the operating 
mode objects of the ETs 

Argument Description 
None 

void Update_Delete() 

Function Description 
Updates the menus whenever a new ET or a new operating mode 
object of an ET is created or deleted 

Argument Description 
None 

static void Delete_Expert (Widget, XtPointer client_Data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the buttons to delete the operating modes of the 
experts 

Argument Description 
client_Data IDs of the ET and the operating mode 
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Parameter Class 

Class Description 
Class represents a design parameter used in the design, could be of the type float or 
string. 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 
float curr_value 

float changeable 

char *curr_char_value 

char *owner 

float minimum 

float maximum 

Public Variables 

char type[] 

char name[] 

Parameter *next 
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The current float value of the parameter 

Represents whether the parameter value is 
user changeable or not. 
1 = user changeable 
0 = user cannot change the value of the 
parameter 

If the parameter is of the type string, the 
value of the parameter 

Pointer to the name of the ET that owns the 
parameter 

The minimum float value of the parameter 

the maximum float value of the parameter 

The type of the parameter, whether float or 
string 

The name of the parameter 

Pointer to the next parameter in the linked 
list of parameters that is maintained by the 
ET 
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Public Functions 

Parameter (char *pname, char *ptype, float value, float changeable_value, 
float min_value, float max_value) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the float type parameter 

Argument Description 
pname Pointer to the name of the parameter 

ptype Pointer to the type of the parameter 

value Float value of the parameter 

changeable_value User changeable flag 

min_value Minimum float value of the parameter 

max_value Maximum value of the parameter 

Parameter (char *pname, char *ptype, char* value, float changeable_value, 
float min_value, float max_value) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the string type parameter 

Argument Description 
pname Pointer to the name of the parameter 

ptype Pointer to the type of the parameter 

value String value of the parameter 

changeable_value User changeable flag 

min_value Minimum float value of the parameter 

max_value Maximum value of the parameter 

char* get_type() 

Function Description 
Returns the type of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 
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char* get_name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 

float get_type() 

Function Description 
Returns the current float value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 

float get_changeable() 

Function Description 
Returns 1 if the parameter value is user changeable and 0 if it is not 

Argument Description 
None 

char* get_char_value() 

Function Description 
Returns the string value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 

void put_value (float value) 

Function Description 
Stores the float value passed in as the value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
value float value of the parameter that is passed in 

void put_value (char *value) 

Function Description 
Stores the string value passed in as the value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
value Pointer to a string that needs to be stored as 

the value of the parameter 
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float get_max() 

Function Description 
Returns the maximum value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 

float get_min() 

Function Description 
Returns the minimum value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
None 

ET Class 

Class Description 
Represents an expert in a particular domain of design 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

char *name 

int No_of_Parameters 

int No_of_Changeable 

Consult *cons 

Observe *obs 

Transact *trans 

Teach *teach 

Learn *learn 
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Name of the ET 

No of parameters belonging to the ET 

No of parameters that the user can change 
the values of 

Pointer to the consult operating mode object 

Pointer to the observe operating mode object 

Pointer to the transact operating mode object 

Pointer to the teach operating mode object 

Pointer to the learn operating mode object 
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Private Functions 

void Read_KBQ) 

Function Description 
Reads in the knowledge of the ET, stored in the form of rules, 
parameters belonging to the ET, etc. 

Argument Description 
None 

Public Variables 

Rule *first_rule 

int No_of_Rules 

int id 

Parameter *first_parameter 

Parameter *p_ll 

int active_modes[] 

ET *next 

Arg all] 

int ac 

Widget max_warning 

Widget min_warning 

XmString warning_string 

char *string 
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Pointer to the first rule in the linked list of 
rules maintained by the ET 

No of rules in the rule linked list 

ID of the ET 

Pointer to the first parameter in the linked 
list of parameters maintained by the ET 

Pointer to a parameter in the parameter 
linked list 

Each of the item in the array indicates 
whether a particular mode in the ET is active 
or not. 1 indicates the operating mode is 
active and 0 indicates the operating mode is 
inactive 

Pointer to the next ET in the linked list of 
ETs maintained by the Expert_Manager 

Motif argument list array 

Counter for the above array 

Widget for the warning box to warn the user 
that the value of a parameter is exceeding 
the maximum value 

Widget for the warning box to warn the user 
that the value of the parameter is lower than 
the minimum value 

String written to the user in the warning box 

Warning string 
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Public Functions 

ET (char *expertname, char *expertmode) 

Function Description 
Class constructor creates the expert object and sets one of the 
operating modes specified by the user active 

Argument Description 
expertname Pointer to the name of the expert 

expertmode Pointer to the initial active mode of the ET 

void Create_Expert_Mode (char *expertmode) 

Function Description 
Creates an operating mode object of the ET 

Argument Description 
expertmode Pointer to the string specifying the operating 

mode of the ET that is to be created 

void Delete_Expert_Mode (char *expertmode) 

Function Description 
Deletes an operating mode object of the ET 

Argument Description 
expertmode Pointer to the string specifying the operating 

mode of the ET that is to be deleted 

char *Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the ET 

Argument Description 

None 

int Get_No_Parameters() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of parameters that belong to the ET 

Argument Description 
None 
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int Get_No_Changeable() 

Function Description 
Returns the number of parameters whose values could be changed 
by the user 

Argument Description 
None 

int Get_ID() 

Function Description 
Returns the ID of the ET 

Argument Description 
None 

void Add_Parameter (char *param_name, char *type, char* value, 
char* user_changeable char* max_value, char* min_value) 

Function Description 
Creates a parameter object and adds it to the linked list 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 

type Type of parameter - string or float 

value Value of the parameter 

user_changeable Pointer to string specifying whether 
parameter is user changeable or not 
1 - user changeable 
0 - not user changeable 

min_value Minimum value of the parameter 

max_value Maximum value of the parameter 

void Put_Value (Parameter *parametr, float value) 

Function Description 
Stores the value of a parameter 

Argument Description 

parametr Pointer to the parameter whose value has to 
be changed 

value Value that has to be stored 
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float Get_Min_Value (Parameter *parametr) 

Function ription 

Returns the minimum value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
parametr Pointer to the parameter whose minimum 

value is required 

float Get_Max_Value (Parameter *parametr) 

Function ription 
Returns the maximum value of the parameter 

Argument Description 
parametr Pointer to the parameter whose maximum 

value is required 

float Get_Value (char *param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns the float value of the parameter of type float 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 

char* Get_Char_Value (char* param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns the string value of the parameter of the type string 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 

int Is_Present (char* param_name) 

Function Description 
Returns a 1 if the parameter is present in a linked list maintained 
by any of the ETs else returns a 0 

Argument Description 
param_name Pointer to the name of the parameter 

int Check_String (char *str) 

Function Description 
Checks if the string is a mathematical function name or a regular 
string. If the string is a mathematical function name this function 
returns a 1 else a 0 
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Argument Description 
str Pointer to the string that needs to be checked 

int Format_Type (char vall[]) 

Function Description 
Checks if the string passed in is a character string or a numerical 
String. If it is an alpha character string, this function returns a | 
and if the string is a numerical string a 0 is returned 

Argument Description 
val[] String that needs to be checked 

Consult Class 

Class Description 
This class represents the Consult operating mode of the ET 

Class Inheritance 
Consult_Popup 

Private Variables 

Arg al{] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above argument list 

int current_no ID of the expert 

char *name Pointer to the name of the ET 

char * param_name Temporary name of parameter 

float param_value Value of the above parameter 

Private Functions 

static void Button_CallBack (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for the ET button on the main scrolled window. 
Displays all the menus for the ET 

Argument Description 
call_data ID for the ET 
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Public Variables 

Widget button Button widget for the ET on the main 
window 

Consult* previous Pointer to the previous Consult object in the 
doubly linked list of consult objects 
maintained by the Expert_Manager 

Consult* next Pointer to the next consult object on the 
doubly linked list of consult objects 
maintained by the Expert_Manager 

Public Functions 

Consult (char* expert_name) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the consult class 

Argument Description 
expert_name Pointer to the name of the expert 

~Consult() 

Function Description 
Destructor for the consult class 

Argument Description 
None 

char *Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the expert 

Argument Description 
None 

Static void Param_Whatis (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for ““What Is” button on the menu for the 
Consultant. Displays all the parameters in a pull-down menu and 
displays information on the parameter that is selected 
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Argument Description 
call_data ID for the parameter that is selected 

static void Param_Effect_Increase (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect increase button 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_Descrease (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect decrease button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_Maximize (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect maximize button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_Minimize (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect minimize button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_New_Value (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect new value button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

Static void Receive_prompt_value (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the new value of the parameter entered by the user in the 
prompt window 
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Argument Description 

Client_Data Pointer to the consult object that calls the 
function 

sel_ struct Pointer to the structure with the new value 
entered 

static void Receive_prompt_increase (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the percentage increase of the parameter entered by the 
user in the prompt window 

Argument Description 
Client_Data Pointer to the consult object that calls the 

function 

sel_struct Pointer to the structure with the percentage 
increase entered 

static void Receive_prompt_value (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the percentage decrease of the parameter entered by the 
user in the prompt window 

Argument Description 
Client_Data Pointer to the consult object that calls the 

function 

sel_struct Pointer to the structure with the percentage 
decrease entered 

Consult_Popup Class 

Class Description 
This class contains all the user interface functions for the consult class 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Motif argument list 
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int ac 

Widget popupbutton 

XmString label 

Widget popup_pulldown_pane[] 

Widget param_pulldown_pane[} 

Widget changeable_pulldown_pane[] 

Widget enter_text 

char *name 

int ETID 

int no_parameter 

int no_changeable 

char **p_list 

char **user_list 

Widget popupwindow 

int no_on_list 

int no_of_changeable_panes 

Private Functions 

void Get_Param_list() 

Function Description 

Counter for the above list 

Button widget for the pop-up buttons 

Label string for the buttons 

Main pull-down panes for the menus 

Pull-down panes where the parameters are 
listed 

Pull-down panes where the user changeable 
parameters are listed 

Widget for the prompt window 

Pointer to the name of the ET 

ID of the ET 

No of parameters owned by the ET 

No of changeable parameters owned by the 
ET 

List of parameter names for display on the 
menus 

List of user changeable parameter names 

Pop-up window for the parameters 

No of parameters in the list of parameters 

No of pull-down panes on which the user 
changeable parameters are listed 

Gets the list of parameters belonging to this ET 

Argument Description 
None 
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void Get_Changeable_List() 

Function Description 
Gets the list of user changeable parameters belonging to this ET 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Parameter_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates pull-down panes with all the parameters as separate push 
buttons 

Argument Description 
None 

int Create_Changeable_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates puli-down panes with all the user changeable parameters as 
push buttons. Returns the no. of panes needed to display all the 
parameters 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Determine_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates pull-down panes for the “Determine” menu choice and 
displays all the user changeable parameters on the pull-down pane 

Argument Description 
None 

Protected Variables 

float entered_number The value entered by the user in the prompt 
window 

float new_value Value entered by the user to change the 
current value of a parameter or the value 
changed as a result of percentage increase or 
decrease 

float percentage Percentage increase or decrease entered by 
the user 
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struct effect_callback_struct{ Structure used to pass information regarding 
the parameter to the call back function 

int ETID ID of the parameter 

int parameter_no ID of the parameter 

Consult_Popup *this_pointer Pointer to the object calling the call back 
function 

} *params 

Protected Function 

Widget Prompt_user (char* msg, char* msg?2, char *reason) 

Function Description 
Prompts the user for a new value of the parameter or the 
percentage increase or decrease of the parameter 

Argument Description 
msg Message on the prompt window 

msg2 Message to enter string 

reason Whether a new value or percentage increase 
or decrease 

Public Functions 

Consult_Popup (char* ETname) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the Consult_Popup class 

Argument Description 
ETname Pointer to the name of the ET 

void Create_Consult_Popup() 

Function Description 
Creates the main pop-up menus for the consult mode expert 

Argument Description 
None 
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void Create_Consult_Popup_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates the pulldown menus for the pop-up buttons in the main 
menu of the consult mode ET 

Argument Description 
None 

Observe Class 

Class Description 
This class represents the observe mode expert. 

Class Inheritance 
Observe_Popup 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above list 

int current_no ID for the ET 

char *name Pointer to the name of the ET 

Private Function 

Static void Button_CallBack (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for the ET button on the main menu. Displays 
the pull-down menu for the ET 

Argument Description 
call_data ID for the ET and the expert mode 

Public Variables 

Widget button Button widget for the observe mode ET on 
the main menu 
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Observe *previous Pointer to the previous observe mode expert 
in the doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 

Observe *next Pointer to the next observe mode expert in 
the doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 

Public Functions 

Observe (char *ETname) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the observe operating mode 

Argument Description 
ETname Pointer to the name of the ET 

~Observe() 

Function Description 
Destructor for the class 

Argument Description 
None 

char* Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the ET that this observe mode object belongs 
to 

Argument Description 
None 

Observe_Popup Class 

Class Description 
This class has all the user interface functions for the observe operating mode ET 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

Arg all[] Motif argument list 
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int ac Counter for the above argument 

Widget popupbutton Button widget for the pop-up pane menu 
items 

XmString label Label for the menu items 

Widget popup_pulldown_pane Pop-up pull-down pane for the menu items 
for this operating mode 

Public Functions 

Observe_Popup() 

Function Description 
Constructor for the class. Creates all the menus for the observe 
mode expert 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Observe_Popup() 

Function Description 
Creates the pop-up panes and the main menu for the observe mode 
ET 

Argument Description 
None 

Transact Class 

Class Description 
This class represents the transact operating mode of the ET 

Class Inheritance 
Transact_Popup 

Private Variables 

Arg all{] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above argument list 

int current_no ID of the expert 
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char *name Pointer to the name of the ET 

char * param_name Temporary name of parameter 

float param_value Value of the above parameter 

Private Functions 

static void Button_CallBack (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for the ET button on the main scrolled window. 
Displays all the menus for the transact mode ET 

Argument Description 
call_data ID for the ET 

Public Variables 

Widget button Button widget for the ET on the main 
window 

Transact* previous Pointer to the previous transact object in the 
doubly linked list of transact objects 
maintained by the Expert_Manager 

Transact* next Pointer to the next transact object in the 
doubly linked list of transact objects 
maintained by the Expert_Manager 

Public Functions 

Transact (char* expert_name) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the transact class 

Argument Description 
expert_name Pointer to the name of the expert 

~Transact() 

Function Description 
Destructor for the transact class 
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Argument Description 
None 

char *Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the expert 

Argument Description 
None 

static void Param_Whatis (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for “What Is’’ button on the menu for the 
Transactor. Displays all the parameters in a pull-down menu and 
displays information on the parameter that is selected 

Argument Description 
call_data ID for the parameter that is selected 

static void Param_Effect_Increase (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect increase button 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_Descrease (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect decrease button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

static void Param_Effect_Maximize (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect maximize button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

Static void Param_Effect_Minimize (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect minimize button. 
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Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

Static void Param_Effect_New_Value (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back for the effect new value button. 

Argument Description 
call_data ID of the ET and parameter selected 

Static void Receive_prompt_value (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the new value of the parameter entered by the user in the 
prompt window 

Argument Description 
Client_Data Pointer to the transact object that calls the 

function 

sel_struct Pointer to the structure with the new value 
entered 

Static void Receive_prompt_increase (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the percentage increase of the parameter entered by the 
user in the prompt window 

Argument Description 
Client_Data Pointer to the transact object that calls the 

function 

sel_struct Pointer to the structure with the percentage 
increase entered 

static void Receive_prompt_value (Widget, XtPointer Client_Data, 
XtPointer sel_struct) 

Function Description 
Receives the percentage decrease of the parameter entered by the 
user in the prompt window 

Argument Description 
Client_Data Pointer to the transact object that calls the 

function 
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sel_ struct 

Transact_Popup Class 

Class Description 

Pointer to the structure with the percentage 
decrease entered 

This class contains all the user interface functions for the transact class 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

Arg alf] 

int ac 

Widget popupbutton 

XmString label 

Widget popup_pulldown_pane[] 

Widget param_pulldown_pane[] 

Widget changeable_pulldown_pane[] 

Widget enter_text 

char *name 

int ETID 

int no_parameter 

int no_changeable 

char **p_list 

char **user_list 

Widget popupwindow 
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Motif argument list 

Counter for the above list 

Button widget for the pop-up buttons 

Label string for the buttons 

Main pull-down panes for the menus 

Pull-down panes where the parameters are 
listed 

Pull-down panes where the user changeable 
parameters are listed 

Widget for the prompt window 

Pointer to the name of the ET 

ID of the ET 

No of parameters owned by the ET 

No of changeable parameters owned by the 
ET 

List of parameter names for display on the 
menus 

List of user changeable parameter names 

Pop-up window for the parameters 
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int no_on_list No of parameters in the list of parameters 

int no_of_changeable_panes No of pull-down panes on which the user 
changeable parameters are listed 

Private Functions 

void Get_Param_List() 

Function Description 
Gets the list of parameters belonging to this ET 

Argument Description 
None 

void Get_Changeable_List() 

Function Description 
Gets the list of user changeable parameters belonging to this ET 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Parameter_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates pull-down panes with all the parameters as separate push 
buttons 

Argument Description 
None 

int Create_Changeable_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates pull-down panes with all the user changeable parameters as 
push buttons. Returns the no. of panes needed to display all the 
parameters 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Determine_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates pull-down panes for the “Determine” menu choice and 
displays all the user changeable parameters on the pull-down pane 
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Argument Description 
None 

Protected Variables 

float entered_number 

float new_value 

float percentage 

struct effect_callback_struct{ 

int ETID 

int parameter_no 

Transact_Popup *this_pointer 

} *params 

Protected Function 

The value entered by the user in the prompt 
window 

Value entered by the user to change the 
current value of a parameter or the value 
changed as a result of percentage increase or 
decrease 

Percentage increase or decrease entered by 
the user 

Structure used to pass information regarding 
the parameter to the call back function 

ID of the parameter 

ID of the parameter 

Pointer to the object calling the call back 
function 

Widget Prompt_user (char* msg, char* msg2, char *reason) 

Function Description 
Prompts the user for a new value of the parameter or the 
percentage increase or decrease of the parameter 

Argument Description 
msg 

msg2 

reason 
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Message on the prompt window 

Message to enter string 

Whether a new value or percentage increase 
or decrease 
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Public Functions 

Transact_Popup (char* ETname) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the Transact_Popup class 

Argument Description 
ETname Pointer to the name of the ET 

void Create_Transact_Popup() 

Function Description 
Creates the main pop-up menus for the transact mode expert 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Transact_Popup_Pulldown() 

Function Description 
Creates the pulldown menus for the pop-up buttons in the main 
menu of the transact mode ET 

Argument Description 
None 

Teach Class 

Class Description 
This class represents the teach mode expert. 

Class Inheritance 
Teach_Popup 

Private Variables 

Arg allf] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above list 

int current_no ID for the ET 

char *name Pointer to the name of the ET 
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Private Function 

static void Button_CallBack (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

nction Description 
Call back function for the ET button on the main menu. Displays 
the pull-down menu for the teach mode ET 

Argument Description 

call_data ID for the ET and the expert mode 

Public Variables 

Widget button Button widget for the teach mode ET on the 
main menu 

Teach *previous Pointer to the previous teach mode expert in 
the doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 

Teach *next Pointer to the next teach mode expert in the 
doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 

Public Functions 

Teach (char *ETname) 
Function Description 

Constructor for the teach operating mode 

Argument Description 
ETname Pointer to the name of the ET 

~Teach() 

Function Description 

Destructor for the class 

Argument Description 
None 

char* Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the ET that this teach mode object belongs to 

Argument Description 
None 
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Teach_Popup Class 

Class Description 
This class has all the user interface functions for the teach operating mode ET 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above argument 

Widget popupbutton Button widget for the pop-up pane menu 
items 

XmString label Label for the menu items 

Widget popup_pulldown_pane Pop-up pull-down pane for the menu items 
for this operating mode 

Public Functions 

Teach_Popup(Q) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the class. Creates all the menus for the teach mode 
expert 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Teach_Popup() 

Function Description 
Creates the pop-up panes and the main menu for the teach mode 
ET 

Argument Description 
None 
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Student Class 

Class Description 
This class represents the Student mode expert. 

Class Inheritance 
Learn_Popup 

Private Variables 

Arg all] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above list 

int current_no ID for the ET 

char *name Pointer to the name of the ET 

Private Function 

static void Button_CallBack (Widget, XtPointer call_data, XtPointer) 

Function Description 
Call back function for the ET button on the main menu. Displays 
the pull-down menu for the learn mode ET 

Argument Description 
call_data ID for the ET and the expert mode 

Public Variables 

Widget button Button widget for the teach mode ET on the 
main menu 

Learn *previous Pointer to the previous Student mode expert 
in the doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 

Learn *next Pointer to the next Student mode expert in 
the doubly linked list maintained by the 
Expert_Manager 
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Public Functions 

Learn(char *ETname) 

Function Description 
Constructor for the Student operating mode 

Argument Description 
ETname Pointer to the name of the ET 

~Learn() 

Function Description 
Destructor for the class 

Argument Description 
None 

char* Get_Name() 

Function Description 
Returns the name of the ET that this Student mode object belongs 
to 

Argument Description 
None 

Learn_Popup Class 

Class Description 
This class has all the user interface functions for the Student operating mode ET 

Class Inheritance 
None 

Private Variables 

Arg all[] Motif argument list 

int ac Counter for the above argument 

Widget popupbutton Button widget for the pop-up pane menu 
items 

XmString label Label for the menu items 
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Widget popup_pulldown_pane Pop-up pull-down pane for the menu items 
for this operating mode 

Public Functions 

Learn_PopupQ 

Function Description 
Constructor for the class. Creates all the menus for the Student 
mode expert 

Argument Description 
None 

void Create_Learn_Popup() 

Function Description 
Creates the pop-up panes and the main menu for the Student mode 
ET 

Argument Description 
None 

Rule Class 

Class Description 
This class contains the knowledge of the experts in the form of rules. These rules are 
maintained as linked lists inside this class. This class has been designed in detail and 
implemented by Scott Angster [Angs93] 
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Overview 

The list of parameters input as knowledge to the experts created are shown in the 

following pages. The rules in the knowledge of the experts are not shown as the rule 

class was not developed as a part of this thesis. The different types of rule classes were 

developed later by Scott Angster and examples of these class objects are listed by him 

[Angs93]. Listed in here is also the main program used to create the experts for the 

example problem. 

Knowledge for the Kinematics Expert 

Filename 

Knowledge : 

Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
Parameter 
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Nl 
N2 
Omegal 
Omega2 
Ratio 
Rad1 
Rad2 
C-Dist 
Module 

float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
float 

Kinematics.kb 
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Knowledge for the Strength Expert 

Filename Strength.kb 

Knowledge 

Parameter KL1 float 10 
Parameter KL2 float 10 
Parameter KW1 float 1 
Parameter KW2 float 1 
Parameter KH1 float 1 
Parameter KH2 float 1 
Parameter Gear-Wid float 10 
Parameter Power float 100 
Parameter Dial float 5 
Parameter Dia2 float 5 

Main Program for the Example Problem 

Filename main.C 

#include “Session_Manager.h” 
#include “ET.h” 

main() 

Session_Manager *ses_manager = new Session_Manager(); 

KET kinematics(“Kinematics’, “Transact’); 

ET strength( “Strength” ) 

ET manufacturing( “Manufacturing”, “Observe’”’); 

ses_manager->handle_events(); 
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